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Pacifican, ASUOP at odds
over expulsion from meeting
By Roseann Siino

mation because it may tell us how ef
fective this person is in his job, and
that's an important consideration,
since the job is an important one,"
said Pacifican managing editor Steve
Johnson. "They'd bring out both
sides of this issue of whether or not he
should get the increase, and that
would be relevant for the students on
campus."
Both Bartram and Johnson
argued that the board of supervisors
was not justified in asking the campus
newspaper's
reporter
and
photographer to leave the meeting.
"I challenge ASUOP to show me
anywhere in its by-laws where it says
they can do that. If they can't, they
have violated student rights," John
son said.
According to Joe Hartley,
ASUOP president, there is no written
policy detailing when the board of
supervisors can and cannot go into
executive session. "But I don't think
going into executive session was an
unreasonable thing. There is a
definite model throughout the coun
try, especially in city legislatures, that
when you discuss personnel matters,
you have an executive session.
"I do not agree that a policy
should exist on when and when not to
go into executive session," Hartley
added. "As it is now, though, if
people don't agree with the calling of
an executive session, they should let
their representatives know. The
decision of the meeting, however, was
not kept secret or withheld from the
public.

Staff Writer

The "alcohol fence," as set up by Archania lated editorial on the controversial fence.
for their Preference Barbecue.
(For re see page 2).

Rush provides excitement
By Mike Webb
News Editor

Their reasons for rushing were
varied. Some wanted only to get
their $5 fee's worth of alcohol,
while others tried to meet people
and find out what rush and frats
were like. Some had a specific frat
in mind that they wanted to join,
but others just knew they wanted
to become a bro.
One rushee, an
upper
classman, decided to go through
rush for kicks. He was amazed by
the amiability of some fraternity
members who wouldn't usually
give him the time of day.
Names, faces, and booze
filled those first two nights of
open-house parties. Tours given
by the members and their Little
Sisters gave the rushees the chance
to meet at least a few of the
brothers and see some rooms.
Many of the rooms were decorated
creatively, especially in Archania.

At first with so many rushees
and relatively few members, talk
was at best, superficial. Many
pressed as many palms as they
could, hoping to remember or be
remembered.
Meeting the brothers and
seeing their rooms brought home
the fact that stereotypes are usually
very superficial. Members at all
the houses tried to show that their
house in some way stressed variety
and individuality.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon seems to
want to get away from its football
image. A member who guided a
group of us through the house
stated that 40 percent of last year's
pledge class was on the football
team, while the previous year's
house had 70 percent of the
brothers on the team.
Alpha Kappa Lambda prides
itself on the diversity of its mem
bers.
Represented are a wide
range of majors as well as
social, political, and economic

backgrounds. Trying to be openminded is one thing most have in
common.
Lower cost is not the only ad
vantage to living in a frat. At
Omega Phi, the only fraternity to
own its own house, our tour guide
showed us files and files of old
tests. Members from other frats
admitted to having such files, too.
As for board, all the houses
have their own kitchens, except
SAE, whose members can get a
university meal plan.
According to members who
don't live in the house, belonging
to a frat helps them keep in touch
with friends and people in general
at the university. Of course, a
more secure social life is a basic
goal for many who join a frater
nity.
At the SAE open house, I was
in no condition for the "beer
bong." I had had enough at

(see RUSH, page 1 0)

Stanley leaves post victoriously
By Beth Hammond
Staff Writer

. Setting: ASUOP Office. March
?• ^ p.m. I walked into Vice PresiP' Pam Stanley's office to observe
F last few hours of her year as the
p*president of ASUOP.
When I arrived, she was in a
6eeting with Linda Haverty, her suc
cor.
Hi," she said to me. She then
lve me a brief rundown of her day
' far- "My schedule has totally
langed since I talked to you yesterT" she said. She took it all in
Ne- She returned her attention to
ftda. „
r Pam
was explaining
the
°cedure of running the board of
sPervisors, a procedure with which
r's well acquainted.
Pam kept stressing to Linda that
board was 90 percent of her job.
® board is number one. The board
a voice, and that voice must be
3rd- This, in a nutshell, is what
r" Stanley has accomplished this
[
had two main goals as vice
Indent this year," she told me
rr' "It was really important to
I arate the job of vice president. In
J Past, the VP ended up doing the
"a that no one else in the office did.
m*1 it's a very distinct job." This is
aj°r source of pride. The other
|a board of supervisors.
L. I have mixed feelings about
w,ln8 office,"* she told me. "When

loVi
, Wnrlr«»,H
worked with and loved
these
jP'e for two years [one year as vice
• !.dent and the year before as the
,<% director) it's hard to leave_
1 am also like a nervous mother
Id s
he continued. "I feel
12. she
ieei like *•m
"
IVhl"8 my baby out of the nest, and
iMaid it's going to go flap, AaPL

'SpLAT!"

LhShe laughed. She knows deep
k " that
not
w
the hrtarH
board will
- only.
v?> it will continue to grow

Pam Stanley
thrive as it has this year. The super
visors and Linda Haverty care too
much to let it die now.
"What is really valuable about
Linda is she's going to get people in
volved," she said. "Now that the
structure is there, and the ground
work is laid out, we can build on it
and add things to it.'.'
Pam showed Linda the way
around her tiny office. She pointed
out various files and the finger-tip
Ph°n4^

s is the vice presidential
plant," she said, picking up a sickly

looking yellow-green plant which was
sitting on the corner of her desk. "It
is for you to kill as you please.
Kristin [Almquist, vice president in
1980-81] and I have done our best to
put it out of its misery, but it hangs in
there."
"I think it needs sun," I said.
Pam turned to me. "You must
be really thrilled by all of this," she
said and started snoring. I laughed.
Actually, it had been pretty in
teresting. I never knew how much
went into running a board of 35
students.
At 4:30 p.m. we went up to her
apartment so she could eat before her
5 p.m. meeting. She put a James
Taylor album on her stereo. The
song was called "Stand Up and
Fight."
"This was Joe's and my theme
song this year," she said.
She had said that she had mixed
feelings about leaving ASUOP
after two years. I asked her what
made it easier to leave.
"I'm a little burnt out on
ASUOP," she said. "I've given two

(see STANLEY, page 10)

The Pacifican was angered at
being asked to leave the ASUOP
board of supervisors meeting last
week, as the board went into closed
executive session to discuss the salary
of the ASUOP Social Director.
"It's the students' money they
are talking about spending, and so it
seems we definitely have a right to
know what's going on at the
meeting," said Kevin Bartram,
editor-in-chief of The Pacifican.
All non-voting members of the
board of supervisors were asked to
leave last week's meeting after
ASUOP vice president Pam Stanley
called an executive session for the
discussion of salary increase for
social director Steve Alexander. An
increase of $625 was approved at the
closed session, the minutes and
discussion of which are being kept
confidential.
"When we talk about specific
positions and persons, we have to go
into executive session, because we are
asking people personal questions,"
Stanley said. "If Steve did not get a
salary increase, he may have had to
take a art-time job, which may have
taken priority over ASUOP. Because
we were discussing his personal
situation, we had to have a closed
session."
Pacifican editors argued that in
formation
about
Alexander's
situation should have been public in
formation. "It is relevant infor

According to Johnson and Bar
tram, only a few issues would justify
the closing a meeting to the students.
For example, one might be called if
the topic of discussion leads to a clear
and present danger to a large segment
of society, a guideline set up by the
Brown Act for public meetings.
"The main issue in this case is that the
students pay a $75 fee to ASUOP
which goes towards salaries. They
have a right to know how that money
is being spent," Bartram said.
"Whether or not it has to do with
personalities or what the position en
tails, students have a right to know
why a person makes what he makes."
"It makes the whole issue seem
fishy when they do exclude us from
the meeting," Bartram added. "If
what they're discussing is justifiable,
then the students should be able to see
the good in it. If they just allowed
The Pacifican in, then they could say
things at the meeting off-the-record,
and we wouldn't print them. But wc
should definitely be there."
According to Joe Hartley, there
was no reason to have made last
week's meeting public. "We had to
talk about Steve's personal situation,
and that is not a public matter. The
results, as I said, are public
knowledge."
"What we are talking about is
the social director's effectiveness,
why he should get a raise, and why he
should get more money than the vice
president," Johnson said. "These

(see MEETING page 5)

UOP Police illegally sporting
red lights and sirens on vehicles
By Gregg Goldman
Staff Writer

J

a_
According to sections of the If
California Vehicle Code, UOP Police|
are illegally sporting red lights and|
sirens on their patrol cars.
j
UOP Chief of Police Norman
Askew admitted to a Pacifican repor
ter that "technically speaking, it's a
violation for the officer to have the
red light on" when driving on public
streets, and that such issues will be
dealt with in upcoming negotiations
with the Stockton Police Department
(SPD).
A deputy with SPD, who wished
to remain anonymous, has confirmed
that the red lights and sirens are
illegal and will be considered in the
upcoming negotiations.
The basic state code violated by
the car equipment is section 30 in the
general provisions.
The section
states:
"It is declared as a matter of
legislative policy that red lights and
sirens on vehicles should be restricted
to authorized emergency vehicles
engaged in police, fire and lifesaving
services; and that other types of
vehicles which are engaged in ac
tivities which create special hazards
upon the highways should be equip
ped with flashing amber warning
lamps."

These lights may not remain on UOP police vehicles as long as
the cars are not classified as authorized emergency vehicles.
The key phrase is "authorized
emergency vehicles" as defined by
Division One, section 165. According
to the stipulations found within this
section, UOP security is in the wrong
largely because their cars are privately
owned vehicles. (UOP police cars
are owned by the university.) For the
cars to carry the red lights and sirens

legally, the department would need
either an authorization by the com
missioner of the California Highway
Patrol or a change in ownership.
Apparently, it is legal for the
cars to have the red lights and sirens
upon their vehicles if they were to

(see LIGHTS, page 1 0)

Winterberg buys computer with no advice from center
By Steve Johnson
Managing Editor

Financial vice president Robert
Winterberg approved the purchase of
a Hewlitt-Packard computer system
four months ago for the Finance Cen
ter with virtually no guidance from
the University Computer Cente .
According to Larry Sp :nger,
director of Computer Servi, es at
UOP, Winterberg spent only a few
minutes talking with him about the
prospect of a new computer for the
Finance Center before the purchase
was actually made.
"We really weren't involved at

all in the purchase," Springer said.
"Dr. Winterberg talked to me once or
twice for a few minutes about the
purchase."
The usual procedure for the
majority of people interested in pur
chasing a computer is for them to
come to Computer Services first for
guidance. "Most of the academic
side of the university will call me,
Springer said. "The pharmacy
department called last Friday.
They're interested in setting up some
word processing equipment in their
department."
The total computer package in
cludes one high speed plotter capable

of making colored graphics designs, a
printer, four computer terminals,
four disc drives to run the terminals,
and a COBOL compiler to translate
the user's code into language the
machine can understand, according
to Gerald Zedlitz, the assistant to
Winterberg. Zedlitz said the Finance
Center was also considering adding
two new word processor terminals to
the system for secretarial use in the
Finance Center.
Zedlitz refused to disclose the
price of the new system, saying that
he did not want to "throw up red
flags to departments on campus."
Zedlitz said that the important factor

for the Finance Center was not
necessarily the price of the computer
system, but the Finance Center
staying within their "budget con
straints" for the year. Zedlitz did not
say whether the cost of the new com
puter system fell withing those con
straints.
Money for the system was made
available when three employees of the
university did not return for the
current academic year. According to
Ed Case, director of Personnel at
UOP, when the past director of
Business Services died last year, his
vacancy was filled by Mark Friend.
Friend was working as a research

coordinator for the Finance Center
before his appointment as the new
director of Business Services, doing
many of the jobs by hand that will
now be done with the new computer,
system.
Friend's old position was not
filled when he switched jobs, accor
ding to Case. Another employee,
C.H. Chang, was also not replaced
when he retired, along with another
employee that Case could not name.
The computer system was pur
chased through Universitv Book
Store manager Albert Warren.

(see C O M P U T E R , p a g e i O )
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OSL required fences
make bad neighbors
My apple trees will never get across
And eat the cones under his pines, I tell him.
He only says, "Good fences make good neighbors
—Robert Frost, Mending Walls

Robert Frost probably wasn't talking
about UOP Dean of Students Bill Barr, but
he could have been. It seems that Bill Barr
loves fences, even flimsy ones made of
chicken wire and string. He must. He keeps
asking the fraternities to build so many of
.
.
Barr directed both the Archama and
Omega Phi Alpha fraternities to contruct
fences for their rush preference barbecues
Wednesday evening in accordance with Ar
ticle VI of the newly-adopted alcohol policy.
Artilce VI states: "The space or area used for
the event must be enclosed and have con
trollable points of entry and exit."
Both fraternities followed that guideline
to the letter, as one would expect them to,
since a violation would offer the Office of
Student Life sufficient grounds to cancel the
remainder' of the rush functions for both
houses. Omega Phi Alpha tossed up a wire
mesh contraption with holes large enough to
stick both fists through. Archania offered a
string and bamboo reeds combination for en
closure.
The effect that the fences were supposed
to impress oh pedestrians was that they were

them

QygiflWBU WW***—-/

not welcome to the parties—a symbolic
gesture, since the fences could not withstand
a brisk breeze.
We think the whole thing stinks.
The fact that the fraternities monitor
their own functions didn't seem to be in
cluded in Bill Barr's equation.
The fact that the fraternities have had no
complaints about rush functions from any
director or resident assistant of student living
quarters didn't seem to be considered. What
was considered is the misconception that
fraternity men are primordial animals that
need to be regulated until the fun is ex
tinguished from their lives. As Archania
President Peter Morgan noted, "Putting a
fence around our barbecue is like putting a
larger cage around an already caged animal."
This is a classic case of lip service by
OSL. Since OSL does not regulate the quan
tity of alcohol dispensed at the fraternity par
ties, it is suggested that the intoxicated should
stagger through controllable points of entry
and exit.
If the OSL were serious about all this
balderdash, they would have erected a solid
chain link fence or an equivalent obstacle
around the fraternities.
That would, Bill Barr might have said,
make the best neighbors of all.

UOP Police must enforce
laws and not break codes
The Pacifican has recently learned that
the UOP police department is currently
violating a section of the California State
Vehicle Code by sporting red lights and sirens
on their vehicles.
These cars are not
authorized emergency vehicles—largely
because they are privately-owned—and
therefore are not allowed to carry the equip
ment, even if they only use it on private
streets.
Now, many might feel that such an issue
is indeed minor and frivolous. Are we not
being a bit too finicky with our own campus
security department? After all, these officers
are only here to serve the UOP community
and to make sure that we are safe and stay
alive.
However, it is our feeling that any group
which is employed to enforce the law must
fully abide by it. How can any law en
forcement agency justify breaking any law n
they intend to stick to the books with their
constituency?
An argument which UOP police has
presented to justify the violation is that
without the lights they would have to allow
people to leave campus after violating a law.
They feel that the red lights are necessary to
pull people over upon their departure from
campus—on public streets. However, we
feel compelled to ask the question of whether
it is proper or ethical to break a law in order
to apprehend a violator.
There is no doubt that a basic principle
in law enforcement is broken whenever such a
flagrant violation is repeated by an officer of
the peace.
Hence, we call for action. It would ap
pear at this point in time that the UOP police
department must make a change somewhere
concerning their unauthorized emergency

OUR POLICY
The Pacifican is published
every Friday by students of the
University of the Pacific, except
during vacation periods. Com
ments from Pacifican readers are
welcome. Guest columns and
letters .to the editor are limited to
250 words and should be sub
mitted in typed form by 5 p.m.
Tuesday to the Pacifican, 3rd
floor, North Hall. The Pacifican
staff reserves the right to edit all
submitted material.
Editorial
comments reflect the views of
the Pacifican editorial board,
unless signed.
Staff members of the
Pacifican can be reached at
University of the Pacific,
Stockton, California 9 5 2 1 1
(209) 946-2114.

vehicles.
Apparently, the department has two op
tions. They may either: (1) remove the red
lights and replace them wiljn amber ones, and
remove the sirens, or; (2) alter the current
ownership by making an arrangement similar
to the one to which Stanford and Santa Clara
county have agreed.
In other words, if the vehicles are to
remain property of the University of the
Pacifc, the red lights and sirens must go.
It is now necessary to reiterate a claim
which many people have expressed concern
ing the duties of the UOP police depart
ment. We realize that the officers encounter
enough difficulties in enforcing the law
without having to strip safety equipment
from their vehicles. However, couldn't these
officers be equally effective with amber lights
on their cars?
It is our opinion that most individuals
within our society are just as likely to pull
over for a police car flashing amber lights as
they would for an auto with red flashers.
One claim that has been made by the
department is that the red lights are per
missible because the officers don't use them
on public streets.
First, this claim is false, as on many oc
casions the security officers have been spot
ted using the red lights on the city streets.
However, the main reason this argument
is moot is that, according to Section 30 of the
vehicle code's General Provisions, the red
lights are not allowed on the cars if they are
not authorized emergency vehicles.
There is no doubt that action must now
be taken by UOP and/or our deparment of
security. We must simply wait and see if our
law enforcers are going to fully enforce the
law.
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Letters to the Editor
Arguments on abortions, getting 'old and static

®
Editor.
This letter is written in response
to the deluge of letters that you
received concerning your editorial
about the Human Life Statute. It is
also addressed to all people who are
currently embroiled in the abortion
debate*
The first comment that I have
for these people is to shut their
DAMN mouths. Good, now that I
have everyone's attention, let us all
remember that silence is golden. I am
not saying that the argument over
abortion should be stopped, but I am
saying that the arguments of both the
pro-abortionists and the anti-abor
tionists are old and static. What are
needed are some new thoughts on
what abortion means to this country,
and what are the consequences of eith
er a pro-abortion or an anti-abortion
statute being passed and upheld by
our government.
I feel that it is time for people to
come to grips with the reality that the
old arguments are leading us
nowhere, and that some time must

by both sides.

"Well," I asked, "if a
„f nuclear weapons is tl
issue, then surely this intitai
Sig distributed
by

,

.
. rethink our position
now .be spent
to
as a society.
Of course, like most people in
this country, I have some opinions
about abortion. But what I would
like to submit to you, the students of
UOP and their parents, is one
argument that appears to have been
completely ignored. That argument
is what is going to be the financial
cost of our decision, one way or the
other, on abortion.
I believe that this is an area that
should be considered in this day and
age of government budget cuts,
because no matter which way the
fight is decided, the government is
going to wind up spending money to
carry out the will of the people.
First of all, can we as a people
afford to pay welfare to those
families that could no longer get
abortions, and would not have
enough money to pay for the illegal
ones, since the government would no
longer pay for the abortions of the
needy?
Furthermore, can the costs of

abortions
a b o r t i o n s be
b e deferred
d e f e r r e d and
a n d decreased
decreased
by a comprehensive and successful ss
education program to people of ai
walks of life and all stratas of our
society? Is it possible that unwanted
pregnancies that result in abortions
could be significantly reduced by
educating people about contracep
tives and by making them more
available to people?
Finally, and possibly the im
pressing question, what is the value of
a human life? This is the one area
where , a decision must be reached
before anybody can come to a con
clusion about abortion that will
satisfy a majority of the American
populace.
Obviously, this is only a small tip
of the iceberg of what I am talking
Since the early thi
about and a more complete argument
in my favor would require volumes of Democratic Party has s
paper. So at this point I will stop and (quality and individual
invite anyone's comment or further "ruman integrated minoritii
irmed service; Kennedy n
discussion on the topic.
Mack civil rights demai
Craig L. Hirst Roosevelt forged a system
SBFA welfare that Americans will
ihankful for.
Election year 1984 will
'went. California Democ
tstablished a platform eir
, , n°t only
economy."
The strength of To the Editor:
hum
past
Editor:
In regard to the letter written
humanity lies in individuals, whose
I am writing in response to Ken
•spirations for the party bi
Mr. Von Waldburger, I wouldliB»
Scott's article on the Reagan ad welfare is more important than any
toyative new policies that
take issue with his high and mig, _
country
of
economy.
ministration education cuts. As a
«s
country more suitab
Ken Scott tells us that "the holier-than-thou attitude concern
Republican and a Reagan supporter,
ems of this modern wo
the so-called 'schmut' letters,
I agree that sacrifices are necessary to massive growth in federal education
To
clearly understanc
one
burning
question
for
you,
achieve a balanced budget. Also, I assistance has perpetuated the
democrats will piay jn
Have
you
misplaced
your
sens
problems
of
top
much
government
believe that many federal programs
a'gmng months ahead, it i
humor?
Where does it say
could be better administered at the control, and wasted, inflationary
the Policies, dor
-at
monies." This is the same Ken Scott everything written in a newspape ^ (0reign,
state and local level, but when the
they will suppor
to be "hot issues and items.
, ! 0me
who supports increased military
cost of sacrifice is the future of
of the candidates
h
humanity, I balk in supporting such spending, which is not only in you ever read articles written y ^
flationary but also totally unproduc noted journalists as Herb Cae,
6 endorsed
lunacy.
tive. Educational assistance on the Hoppe, Jimmy Breslin, at all- ' FtSooiKen Scott tells us that students
fetforms
" aCCOrdin
feel sorry for anyone who tee
are selfish for wanting an affordable other hand is one of the best invest
domestic
quality education.
He states, ments in the future of humanity. The is no place for humor, in any v ,
I also
your last parag P thildl!^? ffare rePorts .
"University and sundry college products of educated Americans have
be insulting to our paper, and
ermg from
students have been placed in an contributed significantly to the pool
this o
strongly suggest that you leaf
due to bu
unusual dilemma: selfish personal in of human knowledge. The problems
of bureaucracy are merely symptoms
be so egotistical and Par
terests or the general welfare of our
tinue f0 "!an 0il Comp
Everyone has a right to ^ u
country and economy." It might of the worldwide collapse of
record
emoCrat PJ? u
his/her opinion, whether it
Hayden has
sound unpatriotic, but I will choose governments, whose functions are no
'hat. a siv
drivel or vastly illuminarycf Prod
"selfish personal interest" over the longer necessary.
Auction -perucent tax (
us all a big favor and step ^
illusory socialist cry, "the general
Craig D. England your soap-box and join tn
welfare of our country and
some of the
social
humanity-which at times
tore Alon'3"15 that on<
Along with
into immaturity and "gtbbens"
publ
enjoys harmless fun!
the misunderstanding. I was told that
Yours truly,
. f Mer^
Editor:
I would like to bring to the atten a two-year contract was signed and
tion of UOP students a business prac that we would have to pay for it.
I then spoke with the lawyer at
tice that I do not consider very
State®
ASUOP, and he informed me that
ethical.
^- f
Two weeks ago my wife went to this was not an unusual situation. In
-til1
the Grecian Health Spas on fact, he had seen many cases like this r Tftt
20"*
before.
o
Robinhood Drive here in Stockton.
She had intended to sign up for a six
To make a long story short, it
Editor:
month contract. But instead, she cost me $100 to rescind the contract.
We are writing in resP°n0f fjj
"accidentally" signed for a two-year
This has reflected very poorly on
March 12, 1982, ^ • J#
my one-time belief in t*:e "honest
contract for $700. The point was that
Pacifican,, in which you' , r„.
she was verbally told that she would American businessman"; and my article on the UOP SclreStin'
be signing for a six-month contract, wife and I will examine anything that Hutuy
macy fraternities.
t
J » b'
irdierniuca. Your
*
so she siened it without reading.
I sign in great detail while 1 am here in Pharmacy School is ^PP
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The hot ticket for members of
lie Save The World Club this week is
K throw U.S. nuclear weapons into
the deep freeze like cuts of beef, and
politely ask for the the Soviets to do
the same.
As I was told by a student in the
UOP breezeway, the action is all part
0f a drive to "immediately halt the
listing, production, and further
jtployment of all nuclear weapons,
nissiles, and delivery systems in a
«y that can be checked and verified
byboth sides."
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SC f,gures 308 Soviet
SS-IR^J? IVl!f
old ^ywhere from one to
„ , M I ^ s- al°ng with a litany of
other blockbusters, including two
new Soviet SS-20s per week, and one
Je£ltlmately wonder how this
could be described as an Americansponsored arms race.
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When you press the initiativepushers up against the wall for their
option,
they
will
tell
you
"negotiations." But it was at SALT
II that Lennie Brezhnev threw us a
curve ball. In his haste for a political
solution, Jimmy Carter included the
SS-18s in the category of "heavy
missiles" and agreed, in essence, to
ignore them if the Soviets would stop
building them. This was fine with the
Soviets since it "allowed them to per
fect the accuracy of their thenfledgling SS-19s and SS-20s.

Demo pipe dreams

Small businesses will once again
make competition the basis of a
capitalist society through increased
small business loans to state run
programs to boost exports. At the
same time, huge corporations will be
limited through environmental stan
dards that restrict toxic waste dump
ing. This flies directly in the face of
Reagan's depleted EPA and
deregulation policies. More Love
Canals we can do without.
Funding for drunk-driver pro
grams will be by nickel-a-drink taxes
along with other forms of excise
taxes. The current administration has
refused to follow this route, claiming
that depleting private funds hinders
investment and stunts economic
growth. (We have yet to see anything
but drops in national output and an
increasing debt).
Programs like these again foster
the notion that the Democratic Party
is not gambling on big money rein
vested for the growth of the country,
but rather in rehabilitating lowerincome families to develop the
working force in this country. We
cannot endure this recession and
unemployment much longer.
Foreign
Possibly the most important
aspect of the platform is a proposed
33.3 percent cut in defense spending.
There are very few even of a conser
vative nature that will deny that the
continuing nuclear escalation is of
first priority. By cutting defense by
this amount (Reagan's 1983 proposed
defense budget; over 257 billion) the
deficit can be lowered while

simultaneously pulling our economy
from this pseudo-wartime quagmire.
It is also difficult to dispute the
fact that federal money is better spent
on education and public services than
it is spent on anticipating the destruc
tion of humanity. The California
Democratic Council nearly voted for
the negotiated "freeze" on all arms,
but after intense debate, a shaft
wedge of pragmatism forced them to
look at the popular vote and its thirst
for big militarism.
Another shift away from
aggressive militarism is on a policy
towards El Salvador. A continuation
of aid to the controlling junta there
will not succeed in repressing the
desire for justice of the masses. The
elections two days from now (March
28) will be almost as ineffective. The
Democratic Concil proposed an "in
ternationally supervised cease-fire
and negotiated settlement."
Candidates
Tom Bradley and Gov. Edmund
G. Brown were both endorsed for
governor and the senate, respectively,
by the Council at the March 21 con
vention.
In short, California Democrats
have given some sane and reasonable
solutions to a frustrated challenge of
"put up or shut up" from
Washington. State Party Chief Nan
cy Pelosi said it best when she
responded, "It is a platform that
firmly pits our party against the
threat to individual and social rights
being posed by the Republican ad
ministration in Washington and
Republicans right here in Califor
nia."
This is a response that is bound
to be heard from a worried public. A
policy that advocates "limited
nuclear war,""trickle down,""New
Federalism," and "deregulation"
cannot be taken as a serious attempt
to run a country. The Democratic
alternatives have provided us all with
a glimmer of hope for the future.
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Readers speak out
return to nuclear parity before the
U.S. considers serious negotiations.
I am as terrified of the Red But
ton as the next person, in the end.
The nightmare of a one-megaton
nuclear bomb slamming into the por
ticos of Knoles Hall very nearly leaves
me quaking in my boots. But when
one considers the range of alter
natives for remedial action, main
taining a necessary "balance of
terror," short of tossing our hand in,
the options become distinctly finite.

The Soviets would love to see a
nuclear arms freeze, since it would
None of this stopped those sup
legitimize their disparate advantage in porting a nuclear freeze then, and it
a
ns
^,® P° - The Soviet publication will not stop them now. As long as
TASS offered as much in its Feb. 10 their position remains clearly apodicissue. What President Reagan argues tic to them, then the best we can hope
for—and this mortifies the movers for is a thaw in dialogue. Their logic
behind the freeze initiative—is a circuits have been frozen for years.

fund for "research and development
in California Growth industries" we
should be hearing of fewer elderly
citizens denied essential medical and
welfare services. These people will
also find housing more available
through tax-exempt bonds to finance
middle-income rentals.

> people?

Have fun.

"Everyone

th* ^ grand idea. if it were true. But
- •
u 3re t®lat s'nce 1970 the
new or ve !atroduced at least 11
ballistic r^?°^lfled mtercontinental
ballistic missiles; we have introduced
just one. In the same time-frame they
have introduced nine new or modified
submarine-launched ballistic missiles;
we have introduced two.

David Wright
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Is this MAD?
By Mark LeBien
Staff Writer

Those of us who are nervous
nowadays about President Reagan's
nuclear arms build-up should tip our
hats to Beverlee Myers, California's
director of health services. Last week
Myers announced that she refuses to
participate in a federal civil defense
plan for nuclear disaster that has been
drawn up for the state. She referred
to the plan as a "moral obscenity."
Myers' action is among the
recent displays of protest in response
to the Reagan administration's efforts
to expand civil defense programs
across America. Several weeks ago,
the Marin County board of super
visors said it would not cooperate
with the government in preparing for
civil defense. Also this month, in
Boulder, Colo., the county com
missioners rejected a similar federal
plan for the Boulder area.
The federal plan that Myers
denounced calls for the evacuation of
19 million Californians from urban
centers into rural areas in the event of
an imminent nuclear disaster. The
plan was created by the Federal
Emergency Management Agency,
which is in the process of reform
ulating the nation's civil defense
programs. The agency has come up
with evacuation plans, previously
termed "crisis relocation plans," for
almost 400 potential target areas in
the U.S.
The government's renewed in
terest in civil defense planning stems
from fears in the Reagan ad
ministration that the American public
is not adequately prepared for a
nuclear disaster. There is also con
cern that the Soviet Union, which has
extensive civil defense for its
population, would be at an advantage
if a nuclear showdown between the
superpowers took place. Mr. Reagan
wants to increase federal civil defense
spending from $106.9 million in last
year's budget to $252.3 million in the
next year.
The opposition to civil defense
planning is only one of the latest in
dications of the growing dissatisfac
tion with the President's nuclear arms
build-up. At the moment, there is
another anti-nuclear movement in the
making that is far more impressive: a
nuclear freeze proposal, which is
gaining
momentum across the
country. The proposal is in the form
of a petition, addressed to Mr.

A doctrine of "Mutually
Reagan, asking him to suggest to the
Soviets a mutual freeze on the Assured
Destruction" (MAD)
production, testing, and deployment deterred the world's two nuclear
of nuclear weapons and nuclear- powers from even considering a first
related hardware.
strike at one another.
The nuclear freeze proposal has
already been approved by cities in
Oregon and Missouri, and by the
state legislatures in Conneticut and
Massachusetts. There is a campaign
going on now to put the proposal on
the ballot next November in Califor
nia. And in Congress, there is a
bipartisan effort underway to in
troduce a freeze resolution in both
houses.
There are, I think, two main
reasons for these sentiments. First,
Mr. Reagan simply does not come
across as a man who has a genuine
and compelling desire to reduce the
omnipresent threat of nuclear war.
His sympathetic responses to the
issues of non-proliferation and
disarmament have thus far seemed to
be merely acts of political self-service.
He appears to regard the anti-nuclear
movement at home and abroad as
only an obstacle to his attempts at
boosting America's military strength.
In general, he wants to pacify the
movement, not join it.

'Mr. Reagan simply
does not come across
as a man who has a
genuine...desire to
reduce the omnipre
sent threat of war. *
The second reason there is
growing concern over the President's
nuclear weapons policy is this: there
is too much talk going on these days
in the White House and in defense
circles about the possibilities of
"limited" nuclear war. The Reagan
administration has made no secret of
its intention to increase the military's
capability to use nuclear weapons on
a limited scale. Several months ago,
Mr. Reagan actually said that he
could envision circumstances in
which a limited nuclear war would be
feasable; this comment aroused con
siderable protest and he subsequently
clarified himself.
The limited nuclear war men
tality that has gained influence in
Washington is very frightening in
deed. It reflects profound and
dangerous changes in our nuclear
technology and strategy. For most
of the atomic age, the term "nuclear
war" implied a holocaust and human
extinction. The prevailing feeling was
that a nuclear war between the super
powers would be an all-out exchange
that would bring the end. During this
time, America's nuclear strategy em
phasized the ability to launch a
massive retaliatory strike at the Soviet
Union.

But beginning with the Nixon
years, the MAD doctrine has
gradually been reformulated up to
this day. The U.S. has developed
weapons and strategies for executing
limited nuclear war. During the final
year of his term in office, President
Carter declared a "limited counter
force" strategy for the U.S., which
stresses military and communications
centers in Russia as main target areas,
rather than population centers.
The advancements in technology
and strategy that have changed the
nature of nuclear war have had some
disturbing effects on the way we look
at the use of nuclear weapons. In the
past, when nuclear war meant extinc
tion, there was a strong moral aver
sion to the idea of using nuclear
weapons. Unleashing the power of
the atom was regarded as an ab
solutely insane and unthinkable act,
except in the most desperate circum
stances.
But the limited nuclear war men
tality holds that it is all right to use
nuclear weapons in situations that are
less than "most desperate." Military
planners now consider that there are
situations in which nuclear weapons
could be used without necessarily
producing a nuclear holocaust. Sud
denly, there are strategists and
political leaders who are more recep
tive to the idea of unleashing the
power of the atom.
This new development is mad
ness. Somewhere along the line, the
moral aversion towards the use of
nuclear weapons has been com
promised.
Opponents of the idea of limited
nuclear war contend that if such a
war were to occur, it would be im
possible to keep the conflict from
escalating into a full-scale shootout.
Certainly, there can be no denying
that a limited nuclear war would
bring us closer to the brink of a
nuclear holocaust. For example, the
limited use of neutron warheads
against Soviet tank divisions
somewhere in the world would create
a period of unbelievable tension be
tween the two superpowers. The
world
would
literally
wait
breathlessly to see if the final
showdown would begin.
The
typical
strategist
guesswork—maybe the Russians
would retaliate in full force, maybe
they wouldn't—amounts to a
sickening kind of game. What is
needed right now is the realization
that a limited war strategy increases
our chances of extinction. That is
reason enough for us to arrest this
limited war thinking and put a stop to
the production of nuclear weaponry
that would be used in a limited war
context.

University key to federal aid cuts
By Ken Scott

Much controversy has been
raised over the proposed federal
education assistance cuts by the
Reagan administration, and by my
column of last week. Once the entire
federal-aid system is analyzed, it
becomes perfectly clear that
something has to be done to eradicate
the abuses and misappropriation of
federal education funds in this coun
try.
President Reagan's program will
not detract funds, especially loans,
from needy students,but will attract
and supply aid to more students than
at present. We cannot continue the
subsidization of upper-middle class
and upper-class students at the sake
of the middle-class and lower-class
students.
The most widely criticized
proposal change under the 1983
budget deals with the Guaranteed
Student Loan Program (GSL). The
predicted changes in the GSL will not
destroy the program as claimed, but
will enhance and restore the viability
of the program, and safeguard the
program from further abuse. In 1977,
the GSL cost the federal government
$367 million; by 1980 the cost was
$1.6 billion. Unless Congress enacts
significant changes in the program,
the costs in 1983 will rise to $3.4
billion-a growth of over 50 percent in
only three years, and over 900 percent
since 1977.
The administration's proposals
for the GSL, which would take place
almost immediately, would save $309
million in 1982. The proposed
changes will create a more fair system
with a better need analysis and more
protection to the government for
repayment. The proposal would in
crease the student borrower's
origination fee from five to ten per
cent. Thus, ten percent of the amount
borrowed would be used to offset
federal costs.

The institution of a need analysis
will be continued with only slight
modification of the 1981 requirement
that entitled families with incomes of
under $30,000 to receive loans. The
most controversial change, however,
would be to limit graduate students to
borrow under the "Auxiliary Loans"
program at 14 percent and not under
the regular GSL program.
Overall, according to the Foun
dation for Education Assistance the
proposed budget cuts will only cut ten
percent of the total GSL budget; the
total volume of loans will increase by
$1.6 billion; and 710,000 more stu
dents will receive aid. Cutting the GSL
therefore, will add students to the
program because the students who ac
tually need the aid will now be able to
receive it.
The second major program
which needs to be re-evaluated and
insured to continue is the Pell Grant
Program. The changes in the grant
will reduce the total award by an
average of $70 dollars to a maximum
of $1,600 in 1983-84. This will main
tain assistance to low- and moderateincome
students by eliminating
benefits to the higher-income stu
dents.
The Pell Grant Program has
grown dramatically from a modest
$122.1 million and 185,000-student
program to an expenditure program
of $2,346 billion and 2.8 billion stu
dents. Furthermore, even though the
premise of the grant is to award aid to
the most needy students, most of the
award recipients were from the
over-$15,000 range. Thus it drained
funds from the students who most
needed them.
The final and most important
change in the assistance program
deals with the SEOG and NDSL
programs, anu college work-study.
(This especially, is the most
significant change for students at
UOP). Work-study will be targeted
back to its original purpose and

will be focused on the neediest stu
dents.
College work-study is the most
appropriate form of campus-based
aid, and therefore, the SEOG and
NDSL programs will receive no more
new funds. However, the NDSL
program will use more of its
repayment to make new loans.
Streamlining the NDSL program will
give more needy students the oppor
tunity to loans and the chance to use
the work-study program, which is
very much abused by wealthier
students.
The main problem, however,
with the entire student aid/loan
program is the high default rate and
the unnecessary overpayment of
loans, grants, and aid. According to
'the General Accounting Office, stu
dent aid administered by the Depart
ment of Education, the Veteran's
Administration, and the Social
Security Administration has lost at
least $1.2 million annually in over
payments. This is because of slow
academic progress, and millions more
dollars due to students' defaulting on
their loans.
In dollar terms, the outstanding
defaulted loans balance exceeds $1.8
billion for the period from June 30,
1979 to June 30, 1980. Nearly 1,200
schools have default rates of 20 per
cent or higher; more than 315 schools
and universities have default rates ex
ceeding 41 percent. The default rate
alone illustrates the need to better
regulate and streamline the federal
loan program.
We, as students, should not be
criticizing the federal education
assistance budget cuts as much as we
should be criticizing our university
and other universities to better
regulate and facilitate the assistance
system. If the system could be better
controlled by the university from
abuses and overpayments, the federal
cuts would not have been needed.
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Report outlines options
for Elbert Covell's future
By Bobi Bloom
Staff Writer

Elbert Covell faculty and other
faculty members interested in
Covell's future met Thursday night,
March 25, to discuss and respond to
an interim report on the fate of Elbert
Covell College. The interim report,
mailed to faculty last week, contained
several recommendations on what
would be done with Covell. Reac
tions of the faculty to these recom
mendations were not available at
press time.
.
In essence, the report contains
the following recommendations.
(These are currently only recommen
dations, not the final decision on
Covell's future.)
The first change would be tor
Covell to cease being a college. The
degree programs,
English as a
•cond Language, Bilingual Studies,
Second

and Inter-American Studies, would
be transferred to appropriate schools >
and colleges.
A new Elbert Covell program
would then be established in which a
series of tracks would be devised to
maintain the bilingual/bicultural
studies. Three different tracks, or
sets of courses and requirements, are
recommended that vary in intensity.
The idea behind this is that the Covell
program could be more flexible in
appealing to a wider variety of
students, including Latin Americans,
students interested in intensive bi
lingual/bicultural study, and students
interested in supplementing their
majors with Spanish studies.
The report further recommends
that certificates of competence,
rather than degrees, be awarded to
students for completing these tracks.
of Elbert
Gaylon
uayion Caldwell,
wuuwcu, dean
— -

Covell College, says that more
students would probably seek a
Covell certificate than they would a
degree because a student in anv major
or school can use this certificate to
supplement their studies. Under the
present system many Covelianos have
had to transfer out of Covell into
other schools in order to get a
bachelor of science degree in certain
areas. Caldwell notes that under the
recommended system this would be
avoided.
The recommendations also stress
the importance of maintaining the
uniqueness and the bicultural at
mosphere in the Elbert Covell
program. To round out the students'
academic experiences, the report
suggests strong extra-curricular ac
tivity to give students a chance for in
volvement and to maintain the
strength of the Covell Community.
-.

Changes in general education
designed to improve academics
By Kenneth Lark
Staff

Writer

In a move designed to improve
academic excellence and promote
greater diversity in the individual
student, a university-wide committee
has extablished the Liberal Learning
Prosram. The implementation ot
this new general education program
in the fall 1982 semester will have a
profound impact on faculty and
students alike.
The Liberal Learning Program
was designed to provide a universal
minimum educational requirement
across campus; thus, students of each
school will share a common
framework of course experience.
This framework is more complex
than the behavioral sciences, natural
sciences, social sciences, humanities
model presentlv in use, but seems to
have eliminated many of the quirks
which plague the current system.
The new program consists of
three categories of inquiry, Which'are
then divided into eight sub-categories
The first category is titled "The
Individual and Society" and is broken
into these sections: "Individual or
Interpersonal Behavior," "Order and
Change in Societies," and "Inter
national or Intercultural Studies."
The second main area is
"Human Heritage," divided into:
"Literature, Letters and Language,"
"Human Life and Conduct." and
"Practice and Perspective in the
Arts."
The third division, "Natural
World and Formal Systems of

In order for a course to satisfy
general education requirements it
must first be approved by a faculty
committee representative of each
category. Several courses approved
for G.E. this year have been rejected
upon being submitted for next year.
These standards should create im
provements in many courses, and will
be vitally effective in encouraging
professors to offer a stronger
curriculum.
A few members of the UOP
community have expressed strong
reservations about some possible
ramifications of the new system. In
future issues of The Pacifican, this
skepticism will be juxtaposed with
endorsemehts of the program, as the
new General Education format will
have considerable influence over
current and prospective students, as
well as faculty.
B
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The UOP Women's Group will
sponsor a slide show about the Human
Life Amendment at 11 a.m. Thurs
day, April 1 in the University Center
Conference Room.
The

presentation,
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Kathleen Smith rehearses her solo "In a
My Grandparents'

Stockton area in recognition of
National Dance Week, April 10
through April 17.
Tickets for the performances
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only probl
iack of student interest, tc

Democratic club similia,

College Republicans.
L
are available at the Long Theater
not seen a successful liber
box office. Prices are $3.50 for
on campus since the ear
students and faculty and $4.50 for
?here was a Democratic g.
general admission.
formed briefly in 1978
quickly due to a lack of ml
"I endorse the idea
political groups on cam|
the administration is very
the idea of political gr
campus," commented Bri
The political atmos
UOP will soon be heating
June primary elections di
or both.
More than just federal aid to and a Democratic club
students would be cut. California's helpful in bringing De
student aid is faced with its own cut candidates to UOP.
"I would like to see
backs under these policies. One of
the proposals entails a 14 percent cut Democratic group on cai
of Cal Grants which would mean a would enhance the pol
cut of half a million dollars to UOP mosphere on campus," st
students. Phillips feels there is just
no acceptable substitute for federal
aid. He expressed that the depanment of education seems to think
that if students can't afford high cost
schools, they shouldn't be there. Ht
doesn't understand equal opportunity
and the chance for a better eduction.
Paul Phillips stated, "It comes
down to two choices. If President
Reagan's federal aid cutback
proposal passes, the problem is
massive, causing UOP millions o
dollars in cuts. Fortunately, ®
situation is not only greatly ®'
proving, but is looking very positn*;
A lot of the pressure has been lifted.

Students again urged to write
congress on financial aid views
By Amy Margolies
Staff Writer

compromise must be made.
However, in this first stage of the
transaction, there was a bipartisan
vote of total disagreement on
President Reagan's federal aid cut
back proposals.
If President Reagan were to get
his proposals passed, an estimated
228 students out of 1,750 who are
currently receiving federal aid would
not get it for the 1982-83 school year.
For the 1983-84 school year, only 560
out of the original 1,750 would
receive federal funding. This means a
total of 1,190 students who currently
receive aid would no longer receive it.
Students who can't afford private in
stitutions like UOP may have to go
elsewhere for their education,
overloading state and community
colleges and possibly reducing their
quality.
This large exodus from private
schools would cause them to either
raise tuition, cut back on programs,

The name of the game in MOS, though, is Fairchild. We're out to achieve
leadership in MOS through substantial R&D funding and capital improve
ments. Along with a commitment to quality and flawless execution,
a commitment made through modern consensus style management tech
niques.

•••H

Office of Lifelong learning
Wendell Phillips Center 111
946-2424
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If you're an engineering student who wants to break into the semiconduc
tor field, you already know that MOS is the hot technology right now.

952-7363
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The Pacific Dance Ensemble
will perform the first of several
dance concerts today at 2 p.m. and
8 p.m. in the Long Theater. A
Saturday performance will be at 8
p.m.
The concert will feature nine
original premiere pieces choreo
graphed by students and faculty
members.One of the dances depicts
the mental and physical distress
caused
by
the
illness
hypoglycemia.
Another piece, "Frontal
Labanomy," is a study of the
movements of the bodv as
discussed by Rudolf Laban, a dance
educator, movement analyst and
guru.
The performance is given a
lighter " overtone by the satiric
piece, "Solid Gold: They Call It
Dancing, But."This piece is a take
off from the T.V. show "Solid
Gold." The final piece of the
show, "Siva's Dance," is the par
tial fulfillment of the requirements
for the Master of Arts degree in
physical education by Kathleen
Smith.
The dance ensemble consists
of 30 dancers, 17 senior members
and 13 apprentice members.
After the UOP performance,
the ensemble will be giving per
formances
throughout
the

Paul Phillips, director of finan
cial aid, gave an update of the federal
aid picture as it stands now on UOP's
timetable onWednesday at 7 p.m. in
the Albright lecture hall.
Following the meeting, the
members of the audience were asked
to stay for a few minutes to write a
letter to Congress stating their
feelings about the financial aid cut
back proposals. The ultimate pur
pose of this is to give the members of
Congress direct feedback from the
students.
Paul Phillips is greatly en
couraged by new developments in
Washington. A House subcommit
tee, which started off the legislative
llVn... Right
Dir.Fit tn
Phi-iose." will b
"Your
to Choose,"
be
process, has voted in disagreement of
followed by discussion. The showing,
the cutback proposals. If the Senate
presented by Lynn Schroeder from
later
disagrees with the House, then a
Stockton's Planned Parenthood,
depicts differing views on the amend
ment which would constitutionally
ban abortion.

Slides, discussion to bring out
opinions on abortion amendment

Pacific Summer Adventure

Would you like to be a counselor
n a summer program that challenges
ages 9-15 in a varied program of
academics, sports, wilderness outings,
and social events? PACIFIC SUMMER
ADVENTURE, July 4-17, might be the
place for you.
In this unique camp experience,
counselors work with university faculty
10 create a caring family atmosphere.
The camp is held at Feather River
aratory School in the Plumas National
Forest in the Sierras, near Blairsden.
The salary for beginning counselors is
S300.

n t-» .
/%r> tVio cpnnnH
C.O.P.
Deans'» Office, on
the second
floor of Knoles Hall. It is important
that students familiarize themselves
with their options before they must
register for fall classes.

Thought," consists of "Life and
Physical Sciences" and "Formal
Systems of Thought."
Beginning next year, all can
didates for the bachelor's degree
must complete at least one course in
each section, including one lab sci
ence, for a minimum of 30 units.
Current students need not fulfill these
new reqirements, but sophomores,
and particularly freshmen, are en
couraged to switch to this program
because it is a far superior structure
than the present model.
Freshmen students should meet
with their faculty and student ad
visors to examine the possibilities of
graduating under the new general
education program.
The general
education coordinators have ad
vocated that freshmen do make the
crossover to the new system.
To facilitate this process and
avoid confusion, the courses in the
General Education Handbook have
been labeled under both plans.
Students concerned about how G.E.
requirements will affect them should
pick Up
up these handbooks
at the
piVIV
—

Dance Ensemble will perform
original works by students
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Our strength comes from the resources of a multibillion dollar international
firm determined to establish leadership in semiconductors. A firm that has
been a leader in quality and innovation, Schlumberger Limited.
The name of the game in MOS is Fairchild. To find out more, talk to our
representatives:
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If you are unable to schedule your interview, send your resume to Fairchild
MOS, College Relations, 133 Bernal Road, San Jose, CA 95119.
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[Allergy sufferers need the facts
By Robert W. Hess
UOP Campus Pharmacy Extern

Allergies, with their accom
panying runny noses and itchy,
watery eyes: who needs them? The
obvious answer is no one, yet it is esti
mated that over 30 percent of the
population of the United States suf
fers to some degree from an allergy.
We here in Stockton are par
ticularly graced by living in what has
been often described as the "allergy
capital of the world." Yes, for the
allergy and hayfever sufferer,
Stockton truly is "someplace
special."
And what about all these overthe-counter medications that are sup
posed to work? What are all those
ingredients that no one but the
medical personnel can pronounce
correctly? These are questions that
any consumer has the right and duty
to know if they are to truly make an
informed choice.
These medications contain
basically the same classes of
ingredients, just in varied amounts
and combinations. Most of these
agents fall into four major categories:
(1) antihistamines. (2) topical
decongestants, (3) oral decongestants,
(4) and a catch-all category of
anti-cholinergies and
bronchodilators.
Let's explore the class of ingre
dients known as antihistamines first.
I'm sure that most of you have seen
the TV commercials that deal with the
drowsiness associated with taking
anything
that
contains
an
tihistamines. This side effect can be
both bothersome and potentially
dangerous. Histamine, the agent that
these are acting against, is present in
almost every tissue of the body, but is
particularly concentrated in specific
cells called "mast cells" that line the
air passages. Histamine is released in
great quantities when these cells en
counter some sort of "allergen," an
agent to which the person is allergic.
These allergens usually take the form
of pollen, spores, or actual minute
seeds themselves.
o

programs and services; restructuring

Jf ASUOP in a more efficient man

jer; clarification of the relationships
jf constituent school governments
jnd The Pacifican to ASUOP; and
germination of the role of ASUOP
in supporting university-recognized
(|ubs and organization.

liberal club
By Dan Sousa
News Editor
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"I would be willing to be a
Democratic group advisor," said
political science professor Jerry
Briscoe.
Briscoe's only problem is a
lack of student interest to form a
Democratic club similiar to the
College Republicans. UOP has
not seen a successful liberal group
on campus since the early 70's.
There was a Democratic group that
formed briefly in 1978, but died
quickly due to a lack of interest.
"1 endorse the idea of more
political groups on campus, and
the administration is very open to
the idea of political groups on
campus," commented Briscoe.
The political atmosphere at
UOP will soon be heating up as the
June primary elections draw near,
and a Democratic club could be
helpful in bringing Democratic
candidates to UOP.
"I would like to see a young
Democratic group on campus. It
would enhance the political at
mosphere on campus," said junior
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The most common effects of
histamine are the classic stuffy head
and drippy, runny nose so familiar to
allergy sufferers. These symptoms are
the direct result of an increase in
blood vessel size and permeability.
Antihistamines act specifically by
blocking the action of histamine at its
site of action but do not, however,
prevent its release.
So which of these agents are
truly safe and effective? According to
the FDA (Food and Drug Ad
ministration) the following an
tihistamines fit the criteria of safety
and efficiency and are the most com
mon in these non-prescription
medications: (1) Chlorpheniramine
maleate, (2) Doxylamine succinate,
(3) Methapyrilene hydrochloride, (4)
Phenindamine, (5) Pheniramine
maleate, and (6) Pyrilamine maleate.
These agents are truly very effective
in treating what is known in medical
circles as "allergic Rhinitis" or run
ny nose. They work best if used as a
preventive measure (i.e. taken prior
to a drive in the country),.
Topical decongestants are con
tained in many of these medications
for hayfever. They function primarily
by reducing the blood flow to the
mucus lining of the airways, thereby
decreasing nasal stuffiness
and
congestion. This will enable the suf
ferer to breathe easier as the swelling
of these membranes decreases.

These agents are available:
primarily to be inhaled as a mist or
used as drops and are not to be con
fused with the next category to be
covered which are actually taken as
capsules or tablets. With these agents
it is very important that the
patient follow the directions
specifically to avoid most of the un
desirable side effects.
Several agents used as topical
decongestants include: (1) ephedrine,
(2) phenylephrine, (3) naphazoline,
(4) oxymetazoline, (5) prophlhexadrine, and (6) xylometazalene.
Oral decongestants, on the other
hand, are actually swallowed as cap
sules or tablets and work from the in
side out. These agents usually work
longer than the topical decongestants,
but have an increased tendency to
cause some side effects. They also
cause a decrease in the size of the
blood vessels in the airways that are
leading to the congestion.
Patients with other medical con
ditions, in addition to allergies,
shoiHd consult their pharmacist for
advice before using these particular
medications, (i.e. those individuals
with high blood pressure, heart
trouble, or diabetes). The most com
mon agents used in various com
binations in the products are: (1)
ephedrine, (2) phenylpropanolamine,
(3) phenylephrine, and (4) pseudoephedrine.

UOP graduate student
restores health council
By Susan Werner
Staff Writer

Acupuncture and acupressure
will be discussed by Chiropractor Dr.
Don Smallie this evening in Albright
Auditorium, Wendell Phillips' Center
140.
Dr. Smallie will explore the prac
tical applications and techniques of
acupucture versus the modern
method of acupressure. Presently,
there are many health practitioners
that prefer acupressure, because they
don't feel it is necessary to puncture
the skin.
Dr. Smallie has gained respect in
the Stockton community for working
with serveral top athletes successfully
in the treatment of sports injuries.
Dr. Smallie will appear at UOP
as a guest of the San Joaquin Health
Council (SJHC). SJHC, formerly
known as Lodi/Stockton Wholistic
Health Council, has been restored as
a private non-profit organization to
promote health education, by
Michael Harnes, a UOP graduate
student in psychology.
Harnes' main objective is to ex
pose students and the community to
different ways in which they can in-

Harnes' stresses the "unbiased
presentation," claiming that it is im
portant that each member discovered
his or her optimum plan for health.
This is just one of the many functions
the SJHC is sponsoring. Other op
portunities to learn about health which
will be presented include workshops,
seminars, and a "wellness group."
The "wellness group" will begin
meeting in April. It will be sponsored
by the SJHC in conjuction with the
UOP's behavioral medicine program
in psychology. The purpose of the
group is to promote health and
wellness behavior in participants. It
is not just a class, but involves the ac
tive participation of each member in
discovering his or her optimum plan
for health.
The "wellness group" will ex
plore such aspects of health as: (1) an
overview of major health problems
today--their cause and effects; (2)
education in how to modify habitsi.e. smoking, obesity, and lack of
exercise; (3) information on diet and
nutrition; and (4) experiences in a
number of stress management and
relaxation techniques, as well as dif
ferent types of exercise.
This group will meet every
Thursday night, beginning April 1 at 7
p.m. in Room 135 WPC. For tui mcr
information, contact Michael Harnes
at the UOP psychology department.

MEETING
(from page 1)

Easter Greeting Cards

Creative excellence is an American tradition,

IWEEK 3
12/29-4/4

WEEK 4

CLASSIC BLACK

4/5-4/1 1

A 2 0 pizza
party with
$ 6 0 . 0 0 for
beverages

against
Casa Werner
Casa Jackson
against
Ritter

60

pizzas

A 1 5 pizza
party with
$40.00for
beverages.

CROSS;

CROSS;

WEEK 5

Grace Covell
4/1 2-4/1 8 Southwest
and John
Ballantyne

370
pizzas

A 1 0 0 pizza
party with
$1 5 0 . 0 0 for
beverages.

CONTEST RULES

AVAILABLE AT THE BOOKSTORE
fTSversityBoo^ Store
.,-;..r«itv Center « Stockton, CA

952lLl£21^S

1 .Pizza cost must
be over $8.32 to
qualify in contest.
2. The dorm that orders
the most pizzas within
their designated week
will win!!

aren't personal questions but things
that the students should know. As
the only student newspaper on
campus, we had a right to be there
and report that information to the
students."
"The social director was
dramatically and vividly underpaid,"
Pam Stanley said. "If the salaries are
low, then we limit the jobs to only
students who can afford to work in
these positions. The pressure was on
for the social director, so the board
felt it was an appropriate time to
discuss his increase. We just followed
general policy in going into executive
session."
According to Stanley, when
salaries are discussed in terms of the
position, then the meetings are
public. Only when the meetings focus
on a particular person in a position
are they kept confidential. "Our next
executive session will probably be for
the confirmation of the new direc
tors.
We do not have executive
sessions very often."
"The only thing I can say is that
1 trust ASUOP on the whole," Bartram said, "but the press can't be
held to trust everybody—we have to
ask questions of everyone involved in
the news. I would like to see any
meeting open to the public that would
further explain to students how their
money is spent and how their gover
nment works."
He added, "If
ASUOP is going to block the press
out, I'd at least like them to make a
rule about it, so that we'd know when
we wouldn't be allowed to attend."
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Review by. Dean

Southern rockers ZZ Top
play Cow Palace concert

'Shoot' for 'Fame'Unsuccessful
Shoot the Moon
Directed by Alan Parker

I ZZ Top headlined a "southern rock" ex
travaganza last Sunday night at the Cow
Palace in Daly City. Opening for ZZ Top was
Prism and Le Reux. Pictured above are Billy

I

A taste

Gibbons on lead guitar and Dusty Hill on
bass. Rounding out this very popular band is
drummer Frank Beard.

What a week. Evil Under the
Sun,which I'd wanted to review last
week but didn't because it was end
ing, is still playing this week. Shoot
the Moon, according to the Valley
Cinemas over the phone, was going to
play at least through next week.
However, I happened to ask at the
theatre after I saw the film, and they
said it was ending this week! I give
up. In case Shoot the Moon is still
playing (or opens at another theatre),
let's talk about it.
It is the tale of a divorce.
George Dunlap (Albert Finney) is the
husband who is cheating on his wife
so aptly named Faith (Diane Keaton).
His lover is played by Karen Allen, of
Raiders of the Lost Ark fame, in a
rather small but essential role.
The film begins slowly with the
establishment of the affair situation
(through the eldest daughter listening
to the father on an extension phone)
and with Faith's suspicion that
George is cheating. For a long time
we don't see his lover at all, but we
watch the family (they have four
girls) as they deal with the problem.
The eldest daughter, Sherri
(Dana Hill) is most particularly dealt
with in the film. Her anger at the
separation and her jealousy of Faith's
new lover, Frank (Peter Weller), as
well as her inability to talk about

these feelings with any of them, is one
of the film's chief focuses. More
than the feelings of Faith or George,
this film is about the effects of divor
ce on the'kids.

of trivia
Cheryl
by L

Extremely large omelet meets
extremely long traffic jam
Frozen solid and hot water
heater are just two more redundan
cies included in the English language.
Freidrich Nietzshe once said:

"There are two things a real man
likes-danger and play; and he likes
women because she is the most
dangerous of playthings."

It takes the sun two minutes and
seven seconds to set from the moment
it touches the horizon until it entirely
disappears.
it is recorded that Queen
Elizabeth I routinely took one and
only one bath a month.
It is estimated that two out of
every 25 people never get colds.
Vodka is flavorless not by ac
cident, but because it is required to be
so by law.
During the reign of King George
III, a man could get a divorce by
claiming his wife had enticed him into
matrimony with perfume.

B :

The highest gas mileage ever at
tained was set by Ben Vissar on Oct.
2, 1973 in a 1959 Opel station wagon
driving 376.59 miles per gallon
gaining a maximum speed of 25
m.p.h.
The largest omelet ever cooked
consisted of 12,432 eggs in a 10'x30'
pan.
The amount of Life Savers sold
between
1913
and
1980
(29,651,840,000) if placed face-toface, lined up could form a tunnel
that would stretch to the moon and
back three times!
Roses cut in the late afternoon
last about ten hours longer than those
cut in the early morning.
Statistically, it's three times
more likely that you'll be murdered
than drowned.
The worst driver on record is
said to have been a male who received
10 traffic tickets, drove on the

wrong side of the road four times,
committed four hit-and-run offenses
and caused six accidents, all within 20
minutes.
An infirmary in England is
recorded to have admitted a young
man suffering from hiccoughs which
were reportedly audible at a range of
more than a mile.
Two men once drove a Ford
Model A 1929 roadster in reverse
from NYC to Los Angeles (3,340
miles) in 18 days without stopping the

engine once.

Based on the latest available
data, Belgium and Luxembourg have
the largest available total of calories
per person averaging 3,645 calories
per day in 1974.
The longest traffic jam ever was
reported to be 109.3 miles long from
Lyon, Paris towards France.
The youngest person to enroll in
a university was William Thomson

(later Lord Kelvin) who entered
Glasgow University at the age of 10
years 4 months in Oct. of 1834.
The longest period for which
anyone has gone without solid food is
382 days by a man who lived on tea,
coffee, water, soda water and
vitamins. His weight declined from
472 lbs. to 178 lbs.
Bet you didn't know that
Abraham Lincoln sported a rose
tattoo.
Every U.S. president with a
beard has been a Republican.
During a newspaper strike in
Detroit sometime back, the suicide
rate thereabouts dropped 20 percent.
The kind of tree most likely to be
struck by lightening is the oak tree.
Uranium was used to color glass
before scientists used it in the atomic
bomb.

Entertainment Briefs
Pop Music Course
The emphasis may be on Bach
and Beethoven in most Conservatory
of Music courses at University of the
Pacific, but students also are learning
about popular music in a course un
derway this semester.
And they may end up creating
tunes from sounds like traffic noise
or children playing.
Ronald J. Caviani, an associate
professor of theory and composition,
is directing a course titled "Music In
Contemporary American Society."

"You have to speak to the
times," explained Caviani in talking
about how the course came about,
"and it was felt that we needed an
appreciation course on what's hap
pening right now. Contemporary
times ought to be explored more fully
and receive more emphasis."
The course was tried as a sum
mer offering last year, and its success
then resulted in the semester class
now underway. The students, mostly
non-music majors, learn about such
jazz artists as Louie Armstrong and
Miles Davis. They also will study the
folk music of Joan Baez, Pete Seeger

and Bob Dylan, plus music from the
popular rock and roll era.

"The students relate to this
music easier, and they seem to be en
joying the course," notes Caviani,
who acknowledges some personal in
terest in rock and jazz, but a prefer
ence for opera and symphonic music.
A requirement for the students is
to create an improvisational piece of
music, or develop a piece of music
based on sounds in the environment,
such as a traffic: noise or children
playing.

Frat Dance
The undergraduate chapter of
Tau Alpha Alpha-Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity Incorporated will hold
their First Annual Founders Day
Dance on Saturday, March 27, 1982
in the Raymond Great Hall (UOP)
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Admission will
be $2.00.

Alan Parker is the man who
directed Fame, a film which I greatly
like. I don't think this film was directorally up to the standards he set in
Fame.
He uses several camera
devices that I could not justify. For
example, as Keaton enters the kit
chen, he circles the camera around
the counter in order to keep her
crossing movement in one shot.
Unless there is a reason for this, or it
iis part of an established technique in

Alan Parker is the man
who directed Fame, a film
which I greatly like. I
don't think this film was
up to the directorial stand
ards he set in Fame.

the film, such an illogical camera
movement becomes odd-looking or
even distracting.
Parker also filmed through
doorways a lot, which bothered me.
Was it because production designer
Geoffrey Kirkland didn't design
adequate sets, or was the film shot in
an actual home? Or was it because
Parker was trying to say something
cinemagraphically? I note a line of
Faith's as she explains marriage and
divorce to Sherri: "It's like going
through doors. Sometimes one per
son gets ahead."

There were things I lft^
cinemagraphically, however. Parker
does credit to many beautiful land,
scapes, from the outdoors to the
rainy city streets at night. His iden
tifiable technique of beginning an
important emotional scene with a
long shot, then slowly bringing the
camera in to a close-up (to involve us
in the scene) is used several times. a
notable example is when Keaton is
giving a brilliantly tender performance in a bathtub in one of the rare
times we are shown that the divorce is
taking its toll on her. (It never seems
to bother her most of the time). in
Fame, you'll remember the scene
where the snotty, rich, dancer girl
relates the story of why she needs to
have an abortion to an unsympathetic
receptionist.
The performances were good,
and there were many patches of story
told without dialogue, which is admirable.
1 thought Parker's use of pop
music under the scenes was a little too
obvious. For example, when Faith is
picking up on Frank, the Stones tell
us she's "Playing With Fire." As
they discuss the divorce in a
restaurant, an unbelievable piano-bar
singer warbles, "Don't Blame
Me." The only song I liked (because
it seems to be an inside joke) is
"Fame" from the movie of the same
name, which the kids were singing in
the car on the way to school!
Because of the terrible lot to
choose from last week, I recommend
Shoot the Moon as a "best risk
choice." This is still true, but I must
say that I feel this film will probably
be enjoyed most by people who can
relate to its subject—in other words,
married or divorced people. Other
wise, after two hours, one asks
oneself, "So what?"

Big, flat,

Furry
GARFIELD
Introducing GARFIELD, in soft,
squeezable Dakin plush! Syndj
cated cartoonist, Jim Davis'
favorite feline was born in the
kitchen of an Italian restaur
ant and right from the start
showed a passion for Italian
food. There's never been a
stuffed animal quite like this
overweight, out of shape,
grouchyfeline, that even
cat-haters can love!
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Chariots of Fire
Vangelis
Polydor
For the most part, moyie
scores are an extra to the motion
picture. In an attempt to obtain
more publicity and money, albums
are released containing the
original music from the movie.
Since a copy of the movie does
not accompany the purchase of the
album, it is worthwhile to review
these records on their individual
merit.
The top album of this
grouping is easily Vangelis'
Chariots of Fire. Currently at the
number seven spot on the Rolling
Stone Top 100 chart, this master
piece requires no knowledge of the
movie from which it is taken.
Vangelis plays journeymaster,
taking the listener on a trip
through seven instrumental which
visit many varied emotions.
Vangelis, known also for his
work included on the Cosmos
soundtrack, has hit popular radio
with his single "Titles." He starts
off his piano and sythesizers
slowly, but builds to an uplifting
climax. The outrageous amount of
talent this musician has is
displayed in earnest in this intense
wall-of-sound number.
In "Eric's theme" the

[ELD

Ragtime
Randy Newman
Elektra
listener, without any knowledge of
the character Eric, would correctly
describe him as a gentle person
who gives 100 percent of himself.
The complexities of the song
display Eric as a complex person
Likewise "Abraham's
1 heme ' describes the character as
one with visions of greatness, who
has a great intensity about him.
Exactly opposite of the in
dependent Chariots of Fire is the
incidental On Golden Pond. A
compilation of music and dialogue
from the movie, this album is
almost completely useless to
someone who has not seen the
motion picture.
The dialogue included is more
an immortalization of the actors,
mainly Henry Fonda, and is
meaningless in this excerpt form
without
the
necessary
background
information.
Although
the
"Illicit
Sex
Question" features classic conver
sation, there is little else to make
this album worthwhile. The main
theme titled "On Golden Pond" is
a nice mood number, and a couple
of other times on the album Dave
Grusin's piano work sets the mood
very well for the dialogue. But this

Starr Writer

There is a saying which goes like
his: "If you snooze-you lose." This
a perfect quote for the upcoming
concert to be held Saturday April 3
featuring Silvertone, Schematix, and
'adio Head.
The bands may not be famous,
tot the movement they are a part of is
lowing larger all the time. Silvertone heads a country wide revival of
exciting rock-a-billy type of
®usic. For those that don't know,
'ock-a-billy started in the Fifties with
Elvis Presley and Buddy Holly and
continued with the classic Creedence
-learwater Revival. Modern rock-a% taps heavily from these roots but
tods influences of reggae, punk, and
tord rock. This new rock-a-billy has
'H the ingrediants to become the hotlsst music to surface in years.
San
Efancisco's Silvertone, consisting of
krciie Ayers, Jimmy Wisley, John

Silvers, and Chris Isaak, has got its
hometown buzzing over the exciting
future this band has. Silvertone has
just signed with Warner Brothers and
have recruited veteran producer Erik
Jacobsen of Lovin' Spoonful the
Tazmanian Devils fame, to help put
the music that everyone is talking
about on record.
Schematix, from Santa Cruz,
will be backing Silvertone with its
progressive new wave. With their
records now being aired all over the
Bay Area, Los Angeles, and London,
Schematix is another band on the rise
to popularity.
A Stockton based new wave
band, Radio Head, will also be
playing at this not-to-be-missed
show.
It is not often that the music that
is making headlines in the big cities
gets a chance to play in backward
towns like Stockton, so this show is
definately an event. The concert will
be held at 609 South Lincoln Street in
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album was obviously made to
make a few extra dollars for all in
volved, and would have been much
more meaningful as a single of the
main theme.
Somewhere between Chariots
of Fire and On Golden Pond in the
area of usefulness comes Ragtime.
Randy Newman ("Short People")
composed and conducted this
music, which fits the area of
American history known as
ragtime.
There are 21 songs on this
album, most of which are in
strumental used to set mood and
are rarely over 90 seconds long. A
perfect example is "Newsreel," a
piano solo which gives off little
emotion. On the other hand, four
songs which together make up the
library takeover number is packed
with suspense and apprehension.
The other good instrumentals are
"Main Title" and "Ragtime",
which put the listener back to the
days when automobiles were just
coming off the assembly line.
"I Could Love a Million
Girls" is an upbeat number whose
theme is contained in the title.
Jennifer Warnes gives a great per
formance on "One More Hour".

I would now like to go
through my picks for the musical
categories of the upcoming Oscars.
For original song, the
nominations are: "Arthur's
Theme (Best That You Can Do),"
Arthur; "Endless Love" (title
song); "The First Time It Hap
pens," The Great Muppet Caper;
"For Your Eyes Only" (title song);
"One More Hour," Ragtime.
DISCussion picks "Arthur's
Theme" with a special mention to
James Bond movies in general for
always having a quality theme
song.
For original score, the
nominations are: Chariots of Fire.
Vangelis; Dragonslayer, Alex North;
On Golden Pond, Dave Grusin;
Ragtime, Randy Newman; Raiders
of the Lost Ark, John Williams.
This award goes to the music
which best fits the movie.
DISCussion chooses Chariots of
Fire because the music did just as
much mood and character defining
as the dialogue and plot did. But the
Academy is known for making
moves popular to the Hollywood
crowd, so it would be no surprise
to watch Randy Newman collect
the Oscar.

Stockton. The doors open 8:00 and
the show starts at 9:00. Tickets are
available at Miracle Music on Pacific
Ave. and at Villa 2000, Bridges Cen
ter, March Lane. Tickets are five
dollars in advance and five sixty at
the door. This show is being put on
by Fun Boy Productions who would
be bringing more shows to Stockton

/

if this one goes over well and who
reminds those comming to dress crazy
because the show will be video-taped.
Become one of the people who
help create the best in modern music
by attending the Silvertone,
Schematix, and Radio Head show on
April 3. Remember, If you snooze,
you lose!

Drama to perform
'The Master Builder'
Henrik Ibsen's "The Master
Builder" will be staged by the UOP
drama department on April 29, 30,
May 1, and May 6-8. Dr. William
Wolak, chairperson of the drama
department, will direct the produc
tion, which will open at 8 p.m. each
night in the Long Theatre.
Set in Norway during the late
19th century, the play focuses on the
growing personal dissatisfaction of a
noted builder, Halvard Solness. His
undoing unfolds as he comes under
the spell of a strange and inspiring
mountain girl, Hilda Wangel, who
urges him to heights of attainment just
beyond his reach.

David Richter, a sophomore
drama major, will appear as the
master builder, Halvard Solness,
with senior drama/commercial design
major, Kelly Thomas playing his
wife, Aline Solness. The part of
Ragnar Brovik, the young assistant
and rival, will be played by Stuart
Voytilla, a senior majoring in drama
and economics.
Rachel Kerr, a
sophomore majoring in drama, will
play the part of Hilda Wangel, the
mysterious mountain girl.
Tickets for the show are $4
general admission and $2 for studen
ts, UOP staff and senior citizens. For
reservations phone the theatre box
office at 946-2289.

By Mike Bross
Entertainment Editor

Hot on t)ie heels of the release of
their second album, Picture This,
Marin County's Huey Lewis and the
News rocked through an hour and a
half set at Stockton's Fox Theatre last
Friday night.
The exuberant Lewis whipped up
the crowd's emotions with his ex
citable and always eye-catching stage
antics. The band doesn't just present
its music to the audience and hope for
a positive reaction. The members
grab the crowd through their dynamic
personalities and constant, direct
chatter with the audience.
Playing virtually every song off
their first two albums, Lewis and the
News showed that they can play the
slow, more meaningful songs, with
skill equal to that in their faster
paced, beat-laden rockers. Whereas
many bands have trouble holding
audience attention during the slower
numbers, Lewis and the News gained
audience concentration and respect
through songs such as "Tell Me a Lit
tle Lie," "Hope You Love Me Like
You Say You Do," and "Trouble in
Paradise."
But all in all, Huey Lewis is a
classic rock and roll band. Lewis
handles all lead vocals along with
harmonica duties; Chris Hayes
played lead guitar like a seasoned
veteran, never a note missed; and

Sean Hopper helped keep rythem
(with some well-placed solos) on the
keyboards. Bill Gibson handled the
drums, along with some drumstick
juggling. Johnny Cola was decent on
rhythm guitar,but
excelled as a
saxophone player, his solos were a
focal point of the show, especially on
the band's current single "Do You
Believe in Love." Mario Cippolline
has to be the "coolest" bassist
around-he barely moved, just stood,
tapped his foot and puffed on a
cigarette.
When Huey Lewis and the News
first appeared in the Bay Area rock
scene, they were considered by most
to be a new wave band. Their first
album contained rough-edged, harddriving numbers with a heavy beat.
Songs off the first album such as
"Some of My Lies Are True (Sooner
or Later)," "Don't Ever Tell Me
That You Love Me," and "If You
Really Love Me, You'll Let Me"
rocked the audience at a heartthumping pace.
The band has
matured on its second album, but
with this maturity it tends to lose
some of its youthful energy. These
songs in concert showed that even
though more commercial, Huey
Lewis and the News is not a
mainlined, ordinary band.
Huey Lewis and the News is a
band to watch for in the future.
They combine youthful new wave
elements with potentially commercial
tunes. Soon, all may be reading
about The News.

Conservatory News;
much is happening
Tonight at 8:15 p.m., the Con
servatory of Music is proud to present
two of her celebrated ensembles in
concert, the Pacific Wind Ensemble
and the University Concert Band.
The Pacific Wind Ensemble will
perform works from their tour
program. These include traditional
band works, as well as a set of con
temporary works by Robert Starer,
called the Stone Ridge Set. This work
is very different because of its
dissonances and odd time meters, but
has been well received by audiences
of the Wind Ensemble on their 1982
tour of California.
The Wind Ensemble is under the
direction of Dr. Dale Fjerstad. Fjerstad has been on the faculty of the
Conservatory since 1974. Tonight's
performance will be the first for the
conductor since his fall 1981 leave,
which allowed him to study in Nor
way.
The Concert Band is the Conser
vatory's large band. Like the Wind
Ensemble, the Concert Band is com
posed of both music and non-music
majors. The Concert Band will per
form works by many major com
posers. The Concert Band is under
the direction of Dr. Richard Ross.
Ross has been a UOP faculty member
since 1980, and has since been
recognized as a gifted young com
poser.
Those who attend tonight's per
formance will experience great band

literature. The concert is free to
UOP staff and students. For general
public, there is a $2 donation request
and a $1 request for non-UOP
students and senior citizens.
As part of the Resident Artist
Series, the Conservatory of Music
will present Lynelle Frankforter in
recital Monday, March 29 at 8:15
p.m. in the Conservatory.
The
Resident Artist Series is one more op
portunity for the Conservatory to
provide musical experiences to our
campus and community. Most of the
Conservatory's skilled faculty are
part of the RAS and they present at
least one recital a year.
Lynelle Frankforter has been an
instructor of voice at UOP since
1978. The talented young soprano
received a Bachelor of Music from
the University of Nebraska in 1975,
and a Master of Music in Voice from
Indiana University in 1978, where she
was a member of the music honor
society, Phi Beta Kappa.
Miss
Frankforter has studied with such
great singers as Eileen Farrel, Ross
Allen, Raymond Haggh, and Richard
Grace. Miss Frankforter will per
form works of Bizet, Mozart,
Mahler, Canteloube and Donizetti.
UOP students can hear the talen
ted Frankforter free of charge, as
with all other RAS recitals. For the
general public, there is a $2 donation
fee and a $1 fee for students(nonUOP) and senior citizens.
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On Golden Pond
Dave Grusin
MCA

tock-a-billy band to perform in Stockton
By Frank Reichert
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"Change Your Way," a song sung
by Randy Newman and which does
not appear in the movie, is the
other quality tune on the album.
As stated before, if these
soundtracks are to be sold alone
they should be judged alone. The
strongest proof of this statement is
the example of Chariots of Fire.
Vangelis has been releasing this
type of music for years; he just
needed a little publicity from the
movie to get the public to ap
preciate his work. Chariots of Fire
can stand alone where Ragtime
and On Golden Pond need a little
help.
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Marin's Hue y Le wis
rockin' for a living

Varied quality from Oscar
soundtrack nominees

have established » division
We
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needs of college students.
sophomores, j u n i o r s ,
freshmen,
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after
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Tubbing in Stockton
12 Outdoor Tubs in a patio/garden
setting
° All private facilites surrounded by
redwood fencing
° Cabana changing area w showers
0

0

Mon>Thurs.F4.00:per person
Fri..,-|Sun. j5.00'per!person

This is your invitation to
warm up on a cold night
or
make a big splash during the Rain
10A off per person with student
body card. Mon. - Thurs. only.

FLY JETS YOUR FIRST YEAR
Your salary is only a part of the fantastic career that
awaits you as an Air Force pilot or navigator. The Air
Force flying program offers you more than $18,000 a
year to start, plus valuable experience that can pay off
in civilian life.
And your officer's commission will give you strong
executive credentials — proof of your leadership ability.
Air Force benefits include 30 days of "vacation with
pay" a year, worldwide assignments, medical and
dental care, graduate education opportunities, and
more.
It's a great opportunity. If you're a college senior or
graduate between the ages of 20Vi and 27, you may
be qualified for the Air Force flying program. Find out
today by con
tacting

A Family Health & Relaxation Center

Jg'oo^fo^postage^nd handling.)
Send to:
Creative Credit international
- iilrrixte credit Division

Suite 303 -Penn Lincoln Bldg.

789 Penn Avenue
ttsburgh, PA 15221

American Family Sauna & Tub
4419 Pacific Ave. Stockton

477-TUBS
No alcoholic beverages
No one under 18 allowed without Parents

SSgt Wayne Mabry
10751 Folsom Blvd
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670
(916)635-9618 (collect)
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A grant war at lite.
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SPOR TS
Karen's Comments] Baseball opens 2nd half vs. St. Mary's
By Paul Vakay
Staff Writer

By Karen Komsak
Sports Editor

Volleyball gaining support
On April 14 the No. 1 ranked women's volleyball team in the world,
the People's Republic of China, will play against the United States
Olympic team (which lost only to tht Chinese at the World Cup) in the
A.G. Spanos Center.
,
. 0 .
At 6 p.m., preceding the international match, the Cascade Steelers
an AAU team made up of Pacific players, will take on the Northern
California All-Stars which comprises former UOP players, including AilAmericans Nancy Lancaster, Patty Berg and Jayne Gibson.
In the words of UOP's Head Coach Terry Liskevych, the event will
provide Stockton and UOP with "an international flavor for
vollevball."
„„ ,
, * IW-,r>
The April 14 affair will be followed up next fall when the UOP women
vs Oregon State match will preceed a U.S. National men's team vs.
Poland's men's team match. Poland won the Olympic gold medal in
1976, and has been at least in the top four over the last 10 years.
Both of these events are promotional benefits of which the net
proceeds will go to UOP women's volleyball.

Liskevych and his assistants have worked hard to set up the two
events, ranging from doing all the ground work to "taking a risk with
people in the community" by getting sponsorship up front for the teams
to come.

And as for community support, Liskevych has drummed up quite a
bit. Reportedly, after only a week into the season ticket drive, season
ticket-holders have been acquired. Much of the credit there goes to for
mer UOP player Nancy Lancaster, who is now an assistant for Liskevych
and coordinates season ticket sales.
With the scheduled promotion benefits and the push for more com
munity involvement and support, Liskevych hopes to make volleyball
financially self-sufficient. He realizes that the university doesn't have
any more money to hand out (and sentiment these days seems to be antiathletic) so he's not asking. He's working to have volleyball pay for it
self.
On the road to do this, he's crossed some bridges already. First of
all, he's brought UOP and Stockton a national contender, and more im
portantly, he's not satisfied with "living on past laurels." He wants to
bring the NCAA title home, and has had a good recruiting year on his
way to doing that. He (and the team) have created an interest in the
community and are pushing for more, including the "international
flavor" that will be coming. And, while doing all of these things,
he's never compromised himself or the University (nor does he intend
to).
Another of his big projects is to have next season's NCAA playoffs
held here at the A.G. Spanos center. Right now the chances seem to be
about 80%.
If plans were to go through, such a thing could do a lot for UOP and
Stockton. Among the benefits could be a national coaches' convention
in Stockton, national publicity, a possible nationalT.V.contract, and just
the overall business the local merchants would get from the surge of people
attending and participating in the event.
This opportunity shouldn't be taken lightly. Its benefits far surpass
its faults.
Liskevych has succeeded in putting UOP on the map with volleyball,
and if things go his way, he'll make a landmark impression.

UOP lacrosse faces UC Berkeley
tomorrow at 1 p.m. on Brookside field.
UOP field hockey fulfilled its primary need for next fall by
recruiting a goalie. According to Coach Carla Konet, Cindy Norling of
San Dieguito High School in Encinitas, Ca. is "quick, agile...a real com
petitor and will definitely bring a winning attitude with her." Norling
was All-League for two years, and was team MVP in her junior year.
Taking San Dieguito High's MVP honors this past season was
UOP's other recruit and Norling's teammate, Diane Bagg. Bagg was
also a second-year All-League selection as well as this year's League
MVP and a First-Team CIF selection. She scored nine goals from her
link position, and Konet believes she has "the hardest drive that I've seen
for a high school senior."
Konet is "really pleased" with her recruiting, and feels some credit
goes to current team members, who provided an important dimension to
recruiting by helping promote UOP.
Reportedly, Tiger basketball has received verbal commitments from
two recruits. One is Dean Andretta, a 6'3" guard from Henley High
School in Klamath Falls, Oregon. He was a two-time All-State (AA)
player, and averaged 24.5 points per game this year and pulled down 12
rebounds per game. The other i s Kyle Pepple, a 6' guard from Mercer
Island High School in Seattle, Wash. He averaged 12 points per game
and recorded over 500 career assist s-
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It seems now that the other two-thirds of frat circle are starting to
put their best forward in rooting for UOP athletics. This past week has
seen commendable action from both houses.
Omega Phi Alpha had a great turnout at the team tennis event last
Saturday, and for their efforts won a keg of beer. Congratulations!
SAE took their beer and about 30 members to Wednesday^ baseball
game and were quite vocal. Though the Tigers weren't victorious, SAE
was very supportive. Good job!

After a 7-9 first half of confer
ence play, the Tigers start second-half
play this weekend with a three-game
series against the St. Mary's Gaels.
The series will include a noon
doubleheader tomorrow at Billy
Hebert field and a single game at St.
Mary's on Sunday.
St. Mary's, which finished third
in the first half, has an 8-7 league
record and are 11-13-1 overall. UOP
finished fourth in first-half play, and
has an overall record of 10-15.
Fresno State and Santa Clara are
scheduled to play a rain-postponed
game to determine the first-half
champions.
Last weekend, the Tigers
traveled to Nevada-Reno, where they
lost two out of three games to the
Wolfpack.
In the single game Saturday,
Reno'overcame a 9-7 deficit to defeat
Pacific in 10 innings, 10-9.
The see-saw game, which was
marred by 10 errors, started well for
the Tigers as they scored a run in the
first inning and three more in the
third inning to take a 4-1 lead.
However, Reno scored six runs
in their half of the third inning to go
ahead, 7-4.
UOP continued to
trail the Wolfpack until the eighth in
ning when singles by first baseman
Pat Mac f arlane and second baseman
Rob Brzezinski, and walks issued to
shortstop Jay Wagner and third
baseman Vic Madden combined to
give the Tigers four runs and a 9-7
lead.
But Reno scored two runs in the
ninth inning on a two-run homerun
and eventually won the contest with a
single tenth inning run.
Mark Cipres was the losing pit
cher in relief of starter Dan Lind-

quist. Rick Paulsen made his season
debut as he pitched one-third of an
inning.
On Sunday, Reno and Pacific
split the doubleheader, with the
Tigers taking the first game, 4-2, and
the Wolfpack the second, 6-5.
The first game saw Tiger pitcher
Greg Unger give up only one earned
run in nine innings to defeat Reno, 42.
UOP scored three runs, which
proved to be all the runs needed, in

the first inning as Brzezinski doubled
while Madden and outfielders Steve
Green and Dave Yahnian each
singled.

Brzezinski, Madden and Green
each had two hits in the contest, while
eight out of the nine Tiger batters
each got at least one hit.
The second game saw the Tigers
relinquish a 5-3 sixth inning lead to
lose 6-5.
The Wolfpack scored three runs

m

Senior Theresa Flores is
the-Week for her perf<
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perfect game going into

Golf takes a
By Kevin Coombs
Staff Writer

Although pitcher Ron DuHamei threw for
three shutout innings, striking out two, the

Tigers fell to Oregon State 3-1
night in a non-league game.

By

Karen Komsak
Sports Editor

With his best-ever season behind
him, Head Coach Bob Toledo looks
to better 1981 's 5-6 mark in the up
coming season. Preparing to reach
that goal, theTigers will open spring
practice tomorrow, from 10 a.m. to
noon. Spring ball will culminate May
1 with a 10 a.m. Alumni game.
Toledo plans to use spring ball to
"evaluate new personnel," or people
who have changed
positions,
and "experiment with new ideas."
"We're going to try to improve
every practice," said Toledo. "A big
goal will be to get new people into the
flow of things as fast as we can. It will
be a physical practice, but not as
physical as last year,"-he continues.
"There are more 'proven' guys now,
so we'll be working more on
execution and timing."
Highlighting UOP's 41 returning
lettermen (eight offensive and six
defensive starters) are: fullback Gary
Blackwell; second team All-PCAA
tailback Dave Brown; tight-end Tony
Camp; outside linebacker Thomas
Cowling; second team All-PCAA
nose guard George Dunlap; free
safety Kevin Greene; wide receiver
Garry Parcells; offensive guard Dan
McGahan; quarterback Sander
Markel; inside linebacker Kevin
Einck; center Jim Hearn; and

wide receiver Kurt Heinrich.
Among the newcomers, the
standout appears to be JC transfer
quarterback Paul Berner. Berner was
a first-team JC All-American (JC
Gridwire) at San Diego Mesa College
last year. He was also named Califor
nia JC Player of the year and South
Coast Conference Offensive Player
of the year along with being team
MVP. Other schools that tried to
recruit Berner include Tennessee,
Michigan State, UCLA, Cal, Illinois
and San Diego.
Berner completed 180 of 343
passes for 2,641 yards and 21 touch
downs, and ran the ball 105 times for
116 yards and five touchdowns. His
team went 8-2 and won the South
Coast Conference title.
Toledo foresees a great deal of
spring ball concentrating on pass of
fense and pass defense.
"We want to give (quarterback
Paul) Berner a chance to learn the of
fense," said Toledo, "it will be im
portant to give Berner every chance to
learn."
With the departure of quarter
backs/receivers coach Mike Martz,
Toledo will take over those respon
sibilities.
"My coaching the quarterbacks
will give me a chance to be closer to
the offense, but it might detract me
from the total picture during prac
tice," said Toledo. "But I'll still be a

part of the total operation during
meetings," he adds.
An addition to the Tiger staff is
Gary Campbell, who has taken over
the job of coachine the runningbacks
for the since-departed Wayne Nunnely, who left for the University of
Nevada at Las Vegas. Campbell is a
UCLA graduate (1973) and most
recently the running backs coach at
Howard University (Washington
D.C.).
A three-year starter at runningback while a player at UCLA, Camp
bell spent one year with the San
Diego Chargers, and two in private
business before entering coaching in
1976.
He served as a graduate assistant
for three years at UCLA (1976-78),
tutoring the running backs for two
seasons and the defensive backs for
one. The Bruins went to the Liberty
and Fiesta Bowls his first two years
on the staff. Among the players he
coached were current pros Wendell
Tyler, Theotis Brown, and James
Owens.
Looking ahead, Toledo senses
an enthusiastic attitude.
"We came on strong at the end
of the year, and that good feeling has
definitely carried over," said Toledo.
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Casino
The Pacific Association for
Womens Sports, P.A.W.S., will be
holding a fundraising even
tomorrow night in the form °>a
Casino Night at the Holiday ">
Convention Center from 7 P-®midnight. A $15 donation incluu
$25 worth of starter chips, two
{
drinks, hors d' oeuvres, a raf" '
and a prize for the top gambler
Proceeds go to UOP wome
athletics, and support is
couraged. Tickets will be avails at the door.

TAKE THE UNIVERSITY
OF SAN DIEGO'S
NEWLY REVISED

LSAT
PREPARATION

COURSE

BEER TASTING 3-25-82
7:30 p.m.
help HUMPS pick 2 new
beers for our stock

WINE TESTING 3-30-82
help HUMPS pick
the premium bottled
wine that we will
stock for April.

Call toll-free (800) 223-2618
in San Diego area call: (714) 293-4579

free gift wrap and delivery

This '82 season will also mail;
Toledo's first senior class.
"Every player on the team but
one (Dan McGahan) was recruited by
our staff. They know what we expect
from them and seem much more
unified in purpose."
In 1982 the Tigers at home will
face UC Davis, Boise State, NevadaLas
Vegas, San Jose State
(homecoming) and Cal State Fullerton.

Today the Tiger golf team
competition in the Northern C
lia Invitational, which begins ;
tournament swing for Pacific
the end of Spring Break.
This is the second year
tournament, held at Elkhorn C
Club in North Stockton. Ss
dominated last year, winni
team title and four of the first
dividual places. Pacific was
up, with Ken Earle capturing
dividual crown.
A field of 13 teams froi
them California, Nevada and 1
will participate.
The Air
Academy and University of b

TEST WITH CONFIDENCE

HASTINGS COLLEGE OF LAW

2 blocks sooth of campus

Wednesday

Tigers open spring football with enthusiasm for '82

San Francisco course being offered at

• HALLMARK CARDS
• STATIONERY
• PARTY SUPPLIES
• GIFTS

Brzezinski and Unger were co
players-of-the-week for the Tigers
Brzezinski had six hits, three of which
were doubles, in the Reno series
Unger scattered seven hits and struck
out five in his victory over the Wolf.
narlf

•I

Faculty includes lawyers and educators.
Counseling provided both during 40 hr. course and
alter you receive your L.S.A.T. score.
Extensive Classroom and homework materials
accompany lectures.
Audio tape reiniorcement

• PLUSH ANIMALS
• CRAFT & DECORATING
• SUPPLIES
• CANDY

off pitcher Ron DuHamei in th
seventh inning for the victory. qJ
fielder Eric Garner and Brzezinski
were leading hitters, with three and
two hits, respectively.

For a free brochure call or write to: LSAT Preparation
Course. University ol San Diego, San Diego. CA 92110
<4
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Pitching leads Softball to double sweeps
All four of the Tiger runs came
in the sixth inning when the Portland
State defense fell apart. Following
three walks and an error by Portland,
UOP's Flores aided her own cause by
doubling in two runs.
Other leading hitters for Pacific
were Barby Suttmann and Lori
Powell.

Laura Kuhn
Staff Writer

Senior Theresa Flores is this week's NorCal Softball Player-ofthe-Week for her performance against Portland State last
week. For the two games Flores pitched eight innings, giving
up no runs and only three hits, also, she struck out five and
walked none. Above she threw against Chico State for a
perfect game going into the final inning. UOP won 5-0.

Strong pitching efforts by
Theresa Flores and Shelly Allmendinger lifted the UOP Lady Tiger softball team to doubleheader sweeps
over Portland and Chico State last
week.
In game one against Chico
State, Flores had a perfect game
going until the final inning.
Flores struck out 12 batters,
walked none, and allowed only one
hit, which came in the seventh inning,
in a brilliant pitching performance.
In winning 5-0, UOP collected
five hits against Chico, as Laura
Saulter lead the way with a single,
double, and three RBI's. Saulter also
hit well in the second game against
Chico, collecting another single,
double, and RBI.
Allmendinger pitched UOP to a
5-1 victory in the second game. She
struck out seven batters, walked only
one, and gave up a mere two hits.
The Tigers pounded out 10 hits
in the second game, with sisters Barby
and Becky Suttmann collecting five
singles between them.

Allmendinger led UOP to victory
in the second game with a four-hit,
four-walk, and four-strike-out pit
ching performance.
The Tiger bats came alive in the
second game, as they pounded out 10

hits. Two runs were scored in the first
inning when Barby Suttmann
singled and stole second base, and
Becky Suttmann reached base on an
error. Both scored when catcher
Laura Stubbs singled.
The third UOP run came in the
second inning when third baseman
Cheryl Young tripled and later scored
on first baseman Powell's single.
The Tigers added two more runs
in the sixth inning on three con
secutive singles. Powell led off with a
base hit, followed by another single
by right fielder Ana Ulloa. Both run-

ners scored when designated hitter"
Saulter contributed the third hit.
i
The leading hitters for UOP were
Powell, who went two for three, and
Karen Hough, who went two for two."
Stubbs also added two hits.
UOP 0-1 in league, 13-5 overall,!
will play USIU today at 4 p.m. and!
Santa Clara Monday at 5 p.m. Both!
games will be at the Lodi Softball:
Complex.
Flores is this week's NorCal softball Player-of-the-Week for her per
formance against Portland State last;
week.

The Tigers scored shut-outs in
both games against Portland State,
and gave up a total of only six hits
over 14 innings.
In the first game Flores struck out
seven batters, gave up no walks, and
allowed only two hits.

Golf takes a swing at NorCal Invitational
By Kevin Coombs
Staff Writer

Today the Tiger golf teams begin
competition in the Northern Califor
nia 3-1 WtdniM nia Invitational, wh ch begins a threetournament swing for Pacific before
the end of Spring Break.
This is the second year for the
tournament, held at Elkhorn Country
Club in North Stockton. San Jose
dominated last year, winning the
team title and four of the first five in
dividual places. Pacific was runnerw up, with Ken Earle capturing the in
dividual crown.
team W
A field of 13 teams from Nor•cram' thern
i
California, Nevada and Oregon
: weeipel will participate.
The Air Force
Academy and University of Nevada-

jsm for'82

Las Vegas make their first appearance.
All the PCAA participants (UOP, San
Jose and Fresno) will be watching the
Running Rebels (UNLV) very
closely to see how the newest member
of the PCAA stacks up.
Going into today's tourney, the
Tiger first team, consisting of Ken
Earle, Kevin Orona, Jeff Wilson,
Fred Teceschi, Brad Penfold and
Mark Sear, has won once and taken
second once. They have a great
amount of potential to win any tour
nament they tee up in. A victory
would give them a great boost going
into next week's Fresno Classic; but if
they cannot win, their secondary goal
is to finish ahead of all the PCAA
teams. This would help in attaining
an NCAA berth.
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2222 Grand Canal Blvd
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First annua! team tennis a success
in attendance was given to Omega
Phi Alpha, who brought ap
Staff Writer
proximately 70 people to the match.
, ast. Saturday night the UOP Though the half-time serving contest
men's and women's tennis teams resulted in no winners, it proved to be
almost as exciting as the match itself,
came up on the short end 'of a 28-24
with the crowd pulling for each of the
score to the Fresno State Bulldogs in
the first annual team tennis event contestants to win the Adidas shoes.
In individual team competition
between the two schools.
The lone individual winner for last week, the women's team easily
the Tigers was sophomore Eve Zim defeated the University of Oregon 7-2
last Tuesday.
merman in the women's singles.
Zimmerman had the toughest
Zimmerman handily defeated her op
match of the day, defeating a very
ponent 6-2.
tough Lindsay Bartlett 3-6, 6-2, 7-6,
With an estimated crowd of 300 (7-4).
"This was a good win for Eve.
people on hand, the Tiger men netters
skillfully managed to keep the score She has been losing some close mat
close against a very tough Bulldog ches, and this one "'ill help her turn
around some future matches," com
men's team.
mented Coach Gordon Graham.
Elliott Dun was defeated 6-3 by
Easily handling their opponents
his Bulldog opponent, but managed
to add a couple of unexpected points in straight sets were Treloar, Woo,
to the men's team. Also helping the Ward, Karen Hedlund, and Tina
team with a good show in the men's Tseng.
The lone doubles win was won
doubles were Peter Munroe and Scott
by Bohn and Caplener for the Tigers.
Zehner, despite a 6-3 loss.
In the mixed doubles, Brian The scOre was an easy 6-1, 6-1 vic
Nakashima and Linda Treloar came tory. Hedlund and Tseng were not as
back after being down 3-1 to lose a fortunate, as they came up on the
short end of an extremely tight 7-5,
tough 7-6 set. The tie-breaker in the
set was just as close, and the Bulldogs 7-5 score.
This weekend the team, currently
won the tie breaker 7-5.
The night ended on an exciting 6-3 on the season, will travel down to
note with the women's team of An Bakersfield to compete in the
nette Ward and Lynda Woo down Roadrunner Classic.
Other teams that will be par
four match points, and battling back
ticipating include last year's champ
before finally succumbing to the
and pre-tourney favorite, Hawaii.
Bulldog team 7-6 (7-5).
Both coaches, as well as the Also included are Bakersfield State,
players for the Tigers, deemed the San Francisco State, and United
event a success.
States International.
The award for the largest group
In the men's match earlier this

By Brian Ladd

Intramurals

ROSE PHARMACY
Costume Rentals for all occasions
sales of theatrical make-up
and costume accessories

ZP

...to make your own personal mark
on all that you treasure.

UOP player Linda Treloar beat Oregon's Amy Gram Monday 6-2, 6-1 in UOP's 7-2
victory over the Ducks.

The intramural basketball
season has finally been completed,
with winners in all of the divisions
as follows: A League, Supreme
Court (9-1); B League, Jackson
Five (6-2); C League, Cement
Shoes (10-0); Napoleon,. Crown
Royal (11-1); Women, Donut
Dunkers (5-1). Congratulations to
all!
West Lane Bowl hosted the
bowling tournament last Sunday,
and the winning combination was
the team of Brad Pecchinino and
Theresa Hollenbeck. Their skill
and accuracy won them intramural
T-shirts.
The badminton tournament
lasted two afternoons last week,
with a lot of competition on the
courts. The winners were Candace
Young and John Wigg, the un
defeated team with a record of 4-0.
Congratulations.
Remember to get Rabbit Run
entries in by March 30 at noon. A
three-miler for women and a fivemiler for men will be held on Wed
nesday, March 31, on set courses
around campus. There are prizes
for the winners!

|
hop on over -to
WBridqes

Pacific has entered two teams
in this tourney. The second team is
also strong, boasting a fifth-place
finish in the tourney that the first
team won. Jeff Brehaut and Mark
Mitchell, who have each held the sixth
spot on the first team at least once,
are followed on the second team's
roster by Dave Vachon, Kevin
Coombs, Todd Barsotti and Drew
Hagen. Their goal is to place in the
top ten.
On Sunday the Tigers begin
preparation for the Fresno Classic,
April 1-3, and the Western Inter
collegiate, April 7-9. Good showings
at these tourneys are very important
in Pacific's bid for the NCAA's.
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•TRUFFLES
FINE CHOCOLATES
The Bridges

But, the match was decided by
the number-three doubles team of
Stamey and freshman Mike DeVries.
The duo teamed to defeat Southern
Oregon 7-5, 7-5 in a "very wellplayed and hard-fought match," ac- ,
cording to Coach Tom Jones.
Individual winners included
Nakashima (6-3,6-7, 7-6) at the num
ber-two position, and Peter Munroe
(6-4, 5-7, 6-4) at the number-three
spot. DeVries lost a very tough mat
ch to his Southern Oregon opponent
2-6, 6-2,6-7.
The team, 5-4 on the season, has
been led by the consistent playing of
DeVries and Zehner, who each have
recorded individual 7-3 dual match
records this season. Dun has also
been playing well at the very tough
number-one position, compiling an
overall 6-4 record.
"We haven't been playing well
this past month, but with Tuesday's
win over Southern Oregon, coupled
with our win over Dominguez Hills,
we are really beginning to look good
remarked Jones.
The team will travel to San Fran
cisco tomorrow to face San Francisco
State in the morning and Sonoma
State later that afternoon. On Sun
day, the team will cross the Bay to
Moraga to face St. Mary's at 1 p.m.
The Tigers defeated St. Mary's earlier
this month by a score of SVz-lVi.

STUDENTS
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week, the Tigers won a close 5-4
decision over Southern Oregon State
College.
The Tigers were led by freshmen
Alex Stamey and Zehner, who
defeated their opponents 7-5, 6-4 and
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RUSH
(from page 1)
AKL's party earlier. Many rushees
were pressured by a brother
carrying a large funnel and hose
filled with beer. He had taken
eight hits by the time I encountered
him, so he got the worst of it. He
had a number of takers even
though we were warned against
such action at rush orientation.
Orientation was the first event
of rush. We met in the Conser
vatory to hear speeches and have
our Dictures taken in formal attire.
The basic points of advice were:
don't chug; don't talk down one
frat while at another; try to meet as
many people as possible; give
each frat a chance; and don't let
your studies slip. Afterward, we
were to go to open houses at AKL
and SAE, and then to Archania
and Omega Phi the next night.
Seated in the Conservatory
before the speeches, nerves were a
little high, and so were conver
sation and humor. One rushee said,
with an affected effeminate voice,
"How absolutely wonderful it will
be to live in a house together with
all those boys!"
This remark prompted a
question that might arise for some
rushees: why would a guy want to
live in a house with a bunch of
other males? Previously, I had
found living in an all-male en
vironment at Boys' State and a
journalism workshop, lacking.
The frats' Little Sister program,
however, makes the houses a little
more human.
After the open houses, atten
dance to parties was by invitation
only. AKL's Monte Carlo Night
was the first. It turned out to be an
easy means of eliminating the
rowdies right away. Rushees had
$200 in chips to start with, and ad
ditional chips were one dollar for
$100 in chips. Drinks were $5.
Some took their drinking and
gambling too seriously.
I was invited back to all of the
frats for the next round of parties.
Within one week I had had six
nights of parties. It's hard to con
stantly be in the mood to socialize
and come up with small talk. At

ted by being eliminated from a frat
they wanted to pledge.
Usually, to be invited back to
a fraternity's rush function, a
rushee must be recognized by at
least one member when the
rushee's slide comes up at a "ding
session." If at least three members
decide they don't like a rushee, he
is "dung." In other words, he is
rejected membership to the frater
nity.
Some rushees opt not to go
back to rush functions after
deciding that living in a fraternity
is not for them. Reasons for not
joining a fraternity may include a
dislike for living under house rules,
the need for privacy and indepen
dence, or just plain indifference.
I was getting a little tired of
going to so many parties and I
liked the thought of only being in
vited back to two.
Omega Phi's "Under Water
World" theme party was a blast.
Some friends of mine and our
dates made an evening of it and
went out to dinner. We entered the
party through the mouth of a
whale. By this time I knew more
people, so the costumes were not
quite as inhibiting.
Many rushees and their dates
seemed to stick "mainly with them
selves, and a few stood around
smiling and trying to look like they
were having fun. The brothers had
intended this as a party for the
rushees and their dates, not
necessarily to meet more members.
Of all the parties, AKL's
wine-tasting provided the best op
portunity to talk to the members
and have good food and drink as
well. Rushees went from room to
room through each of the three
separate houses that make up AKL
and got to know the brothers a lot
better.
Rush provided a great oppor
At Archania I got into a few
tunity to meet the Greeks and
good conversations. One member
fellow rushees. A few guys that
mentioned that joining Archania
went through rush have done so a
risks getting stereotyped. But he
number of times before just for the
figured that people who reject
fun of it. Actually, pledging and
others on the basis of a stereotype
joining a fraternity depends on
are being ignorant and "we don't
whether
or not a fraternity has
need ignorance."
what you are looking for socially
The steak dinner was the last
and personally. Fraternities may not be
Archania event I attended. Some
for everyone.
rushees at this point felt disappoin

times 1 became weary of asking the
same questions.
At Archania's theme party,
after crawling through narrow
passages and walking under water
falls, 1 arrived at the bottom of the
slide onto the first floor in a totally
"off" mood. My date asked if I
actually knew anybody, and com
plained that she was the one
meeting people. The theme was
"Fantasy Island," so everyone was
in costume and without a name
tag. But after a few drinks and
some dancing, I became more
talkative, and later she apologized
for giving me a hard time.
Having done nothing but
stand around, drink, and make
conversation at previous parties, I
looked forward to SAE's beer and
baseball barbecue. Wearing only a
T-shirt and pants, I froze in a
rapid change to colder weather. A
Little Sister confided to me that some
members were disappointed that
the rushees were a little small this
year. I guess I wasn't tall enough.
A couple of my friends didn't
go to the barbecue, so I wrote on
the sign-up sheet that they were
studying for midterms. I had
wondered if the frats actually con
sidered study a good excuse to miss
an event. One of my scholarly
pals got invited back to the next
SAE dinner. He was not thrilled as
he told me of an unshapely stripper
and massive disorganization.
After I mentioned that I had
been "dung" (eliminated) out of
that frat, a Little Sister commented
that a lot of brothers were not at
tending the ding sessions. Many
struck me as being "cool" guys
and really loyal to each other, but I
began to wonder how much some
actually cared about rush or their
frat.

STANLEY

but it works. It almost keeps the
"It looks so bare," she said sof
tly. It was beginning to sink in that meeting under control. And when
years, and I'm ready to leave. I did she only had a few hours left. She Pam loses control, she does not
began to write her farewell speech to hesitate to rap the gavel. The order
all of the structural work because that
returns.
is my strength. That's done, and it's the board. I retired to the lobby of
This went on for nearly three
the University Center. I decided it
time to move on. There's a song out
by Billy Joel called Vienna which would be a good time for me not to be hours. By the time Pam began her
farewell speech, my head was spin
really sums it up. She went on to around.
At 7 p.m. we headed over to the ning. But Pam was still in control.
quote a few lines:
There was not a sound in the
Regents Dining Room for the last
room as Pam summed up her year in
"Where's the fire, what's the board of supervisors meeting.
If I had been the vice president office.
hurry about? You better cool it off
"I couldn't have done what I did
for
a
year, and I had chaired that
before you burn it out. You got so
much to do and only so many hours board that night, I wouldn't have had this year without an awesome group
in a day. When will you realize, any qualms about leaving office. But of supervisors," she had told me
instead, this is where Pam really earlier. And now she told the same
Vienna waits for you?"
thing to the board.
"1 want to go to Vienna," she shone.
She talked of her goals for the
She really understands the board
said.
because she built it, and under her year and how they never could have
At 5 p.m. we went to the staff
meeting. It was at this point that I leadership, all chaos was brought to been reached without the support of
first saw her mixed feelings about order. And there was plenty of chaos the board. She talked about the most
frustrating moments she had ex
leaving office. No one could really to be ordered, too.
The moment that the roll call perienced in the past year. She told
keep a straight face throughout the
meeting. If Joe Hartley became was complete, the placards were in them what she thought the greatest
the air. A motion was made and triumphs were. And then the tears
serious, Pam would make a joke.
When Pam got serious, Joe would seconded. Someone began speaking came.
She thanked individuals for their
start laughing at her. They weren't without being recognized.
"You're out of order," Pam support and help. She wished Linda
just messing around. They all knew
She recognized luck and success in the year to come.
that it was Pam's last meeting. They stated simply.
And she handed over the gavel to the
were trying to relieve some of the ten someone else. They began to speak.
new vice president.
sion, get rid of some of the emotions.
A placard shot in the air.
The board gave her a standing
The meeting was over by 5:45
"Poinj of order," the raiser
p.m. and we returned to the office, said. He was recognized and he ovation as they applauded her vic
where Pam began to clean out her began to speak. Halfway through torious year.
After the meeting was adjourned,
cubicle. It was the most emotional this speech, Pam interrupted.
event of the day so far.
"That's a point of infor I went over and congratulated
her. I told her that I wouldn't include
"I wore waterproof mascara mation," she said. He raised his
today," she said, laughing.
placard again. She recognized him the tears in the article.
"No, include them," she said,
After everything was cleaned again.
wiping her eyes. "There are still a
out, she sat down at her desk and
"Point of information," he said
whole bunch of people out there who
looked around the space where she and began his speech again.
had spent the last year
It seems like a lot of nonsense, don't know I can cry."

(from page 1)

Did Someone Tell You It's Better To Ln<e
In an Off Campus Anartment — Than in a
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Supe
OFF CAMPUS APARTMENT

RESIDENCE HALL

Costs: (I bedroom apartment, least expensive)

Costs: (room)

$1,080.00 per semester ($240.00 per mo.)
$
67.50 per week
$
9.25 per day

$535.00 per semester
$ 34.00 per week
$ 4.60 per day

Meals: (home cooking)

Meals: (7-day plan)

If you have all cooking, cleaning, dining
equipment, you may be able to buy some food
for $50.00 per week ~ But can you cook?

$990.00 per semester
$ 62.00 a week

|CZ3|

Then Lets Eat Out
$10.00
$ 3.50

can get you a small steak, salad, potatoes and beverage
can get you a hamburger, salad, and beverage - but 3 times a day? Ugh!

Time:

Time:
You have about 15 hours per week to study,
watch TV, loaf, while we do the grocery buy
ing, cooking, cleaning, and dishes for you.

You do the shopping, cooking, cleaning
— Estimated as 15 hours per week or 240 hours
per semester.

Convenience:
Less than 10 minute walk to farthest class
room,
No problems ~ food, room, all paid for.
Relax and/or study.

Convenience:
10 to 30 minutes drive to nearest classroom.
Drive? Yes, must have car; no public transpor
tation available. Ah yes — Does the car always
start? Does it always have gas? Do you have
$1.30 for a gallon of gas?
Near the end of month, do you buy gas or
food?
Oh yes! Parking will be hard to find, so leave
extra early.

Social Contact:
More students - just like you - the Hall is a
social hub - Join it - it's one of the best parts of
college life!
Movies, swimming pool, and dances.

Aren't there any disadvantages?
Sure: You have some rules and regulations to
follow.
Also: We have about 700 resident hall beds
available for returning students - so get your
application in early or you may have to use the
apartment.

Social Contact:
A butcher, a baker, a candlestick maker (with
2 squalling kids), an older age group, business
people — not students like you.

Aren't there any advantages?
Sure: You can do anything you want unless
the landlord objects - or the neighbors, or the
police - come to think of it, you have rules
here also.

constantly remain on private (univer
sity) streets. However, any time an
officer drives his car on Pacific
Avenue, Pershing Avenue, Brookside
Road, West Stadium Drive or any
other public street, he is breaking the
law as set by the vehicle code.
Another key word found within
section 30 of the General Provisions
is on". The fact of the matter is
that the red lights and sirens not only
can't be used by the police when on
public streets, but the equipment
should not even be attached to the
vehicle when they venture off the
university's privately owned streets.

COMPUTER
(from page 1)
Warren siad that he typically gets 20
30 percent dis counts on Hewlitt
Packard products. The Finance Cen
ter purchased a Hewlitt Packard
system, although neither Zedlitz nor
Warren would give the specific
model.

Askew is not to blame for the red
lights, as he stated that when he
arrived, "the university was using red
lights and has been for a long time."
According to the chief of UOP
Police, "the only other time the lights
were questioned was by a city officer
and these were blue lights." At that
time, security was forced to remove
the blue lights from their vehicles.
Askew noted that Stanford
University security cars have red
lights and sirens, but the school has
"entered into an agreement with the
county whereby the county (Santa
Clara) is the registered owner, and the
school leases the vehicles for $1 a
year. Therefore, the university is the

legal owner and the county is the
registered owner.
"It's something we ought to
work out with the city," Askew
noted, suggesting that Pacific set up
an arrangement similar to Stanford.

"The Finance Center used me as
an intermediary on this purchase,"
Warren said.
Zedlitz was not able to provide
figures on the cost effectiveness of the
computer, but he defended its pur
chase on the grounds of increased ef
ficiency.
"This system will allow us to

make financial forecasts ten years in
to the future," Zedlitz said. "Charts
that took us three to four hours to do
before by hand, will now take us 15
minutes to do by using the com
puter," Zedlitz added.
Financial Vice President Robert
Winterberg refused to comment
about the computer system.

The UOP football pro<
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Six dii
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Staff Writer
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LIGHTS
(from page 1)

La»V

FALL 1982 HOUSING SIGN-UPS WILL BE FROM MARCH 22 TO MARCH 31, l?82'
WATCH YOUR HALL BULLETIN BOARD FOR FURTHER INFORMATION.

Askew admitted that when
"violations occur on the main cam
pus, an officer will go out (off cam
pus) and make the stop."
The chief then went on to admit
that the officer is, therefore,
"technically" in "violation" of the
code.
"The other alternative would be
to take them (the lights) off and let
the offender leave," Askew claimed.

|University of the Pacific]
! Housing Office
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